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ROOSEVELT SELECTED BY

JERSEY

AS

HER

NEW

CANDIDATE

FOR PRESIDENT IN

NOVEM

The Colonel Defeats Taft By a Large
jority in Preferential Primary
WILSQN

LEADS

THE

j

BR
Ma-

DEM

The President Maintains, in Spile of Fresh Defeat, That He Will
Receive tne Nomination of the Chicago Convention Leading
Presidential Candidates Remove Headquarters to the
Windy City Monday to Pepare for Final Campaign
J., May 29. Roosevelt
on the 'republican Bide and Governor
Wilson on the democratic side were
overwhelmingly winners In yesterday's primaries In New Jersey, according to the nearly complete returns
this morning. Later returns from the
New Jersey primaries swelled the
preferential plurality given Roosevelt
to probably 15,000 although the Third
and Sixth congressional districts were
In doubt Indications, however, are
that Cojonel Roosevelt has carried
them both, giving him a clean sweep
of the state and all the 28 delegates
The reto the Chicago convention.
sult exceeded the expectations of the
most enthusiastic Roosevelt leaders,
In some districts Colonel Roosevelt
received ten votes to every one cast
for the president
Governor Wilson's triumph on the
democratic side was only a trifle less
complete than that of Roosevelt The
governor lost four delegates out of
the 28 and these four were elected
from Essex county, the stronghold of
machine, where he
the
had no hopes of winning. The final
result stands: Wilson 24 delegates;
ulnstructed, 4 delegates.
The Wilson vote, as compared with
that of the opposition was a staggering
blow to the antis, being in a ratio
of about six to one. Some districts
went for the governor by as high as
20 to 1.
The president had small pluralities
in four of the 21 counties of the state.
He showed his greatest strength in
the farming districts. In one of the
factory towns where he spoke yesterday just before the opening of the
polls, he was beaten 40 to 1.
The La Pollette vote was a neglible
factor, not more than two per cent of
tb.
entire vote cast. The vote In
exnearly all parts of the state was
ceedingly light, several counties cast
ing less than half of the total registration at the last general election.
The polls did not close" until 9 o'clock
last night and as a result the vote
was very late in being counted.
Early today Borden D, Whiting,
chairman of the Roosevelt state committee in New York City, made the
following statement:
"New Jersey has come through
The men who made the
handsomely.
of the republican party
and
file
rank
and who carried the state by 80,000
at the end of Roosevelt's
tton, have shown that they are still
hail
loyal to their old leader. They
with delight his return to the command of the republican party and will
give him 80,000 again in November.
Roosevelt has unhorsed the old machine leaders and will now turn the
party back to its first principles."
The New Jersey primary is the last
x
but one (South Dakota) to be held
before the political conventions.
Taft Thinks He Will Win.
Washington, May 29. President
Taft's belief "hat he has enough
delegates pledged and Instructed for
him to control the national convention was not shaken by the victory
of Colonel Roosevelt in the New
Jersey primaries. White House officials made no official statement,
but Taft leaders who saw the prudent today would not recede from 4.
president's own figures made pubyc
of his New
in several
,'erssy
speeches, which, he said, gave him
30 more than necessary to nomip.ar?.
osevelt to Cuit Campaign
So far as direct ai peal to the vot
, ers of the country is concerned, Col
Newark,

anti-Wilso- n

N.

onel Roosevelt's complete victory in
New Jersey has brought to a close

the unprecedentedly

bitter tight

in

tod today that much now depended
on the republican national commtt-- !
tee. They were confident, they said,
that the committee would be for
Taft. Talk of defection among south
ern delegates pledged or instructed
for Mr. Taft was revived today, but
Mr. Taft's political advisers professed
to believe these delegates would
stick to him to the end.
It was positively stated that the
president's name would be presented
to the convention no matter what
happened and that this would 'bear
out the statements be made months
ago that "nothing but death" would
keep him out of the fight. Mr. Taft
is Interested now particularly In the
platform, it is said, and in the selection of a man to present his name
to the convention. Work has been
done on a tentative platform by several senators, but it was said today
it was not to be completed.
No general
conference of the
president's supporters was scheduled
for today, but several called, Including Attorney General
Wickerhant
Senator Crane of Massachusetts,
and Secretary MacVeagh. The president had a long conference with his
secretary, Mr. Hilles, and Senator
Crane, but no official announcement
followed.

which Mr. Roosevelt, President Tail
and Senator LaFollette have been ai
Primaries In Arizona.
most constantly engaged
the labt
Phoenix, Ariz;, May 29. Early votthree months.
ing in the democratic
presidential
Senator LaFollette will speak in
preference
primary today was fairly
South Dakota
before the primary,
heavy throughout the state. Clark
June 4, but otherwise the campaign sentiment
apparently was much
in that state and the state convej-tionstronger than that for Wilson and tht
not
of Arizona and Ohio, will
managers of the Missourlan's camengage the personal activity of any
paign were confident of winning the
of the candidates. Concern over the
entire state delegation to the Baltioutcome in New Jersey kept the namore convention.
The Harmon vote
tional headquarters of the candidates was
In the absence of
negligible.
in Washington open until an early
a Btate-widprimary for preference
hour today.
between Roosevelt and Taft, both
In practically all states where difactions of the democrats made
rect primaries were held for the electhat the other side was uscharges
tion of national candidates with the
ing both republican and socialist
exception of Massachusetts, Colonel votes.
Roosevelt won pronounced victories
over President Taft. This fact has
Colonel Is Tickled.
been In each case advanced by his
Bay, N. Y., JViay 29. "The
Oyster
campaign managers as Increasing evi- result in New
Jersey. .speaks for itdence of the certainty of his nomlna
self," said Colonel Roosevelt today.
Hon and election.
"I don't. Bee that Jersey has left
Senator Dixon, campaign manager much, for me to
say."
for Colonel Roosevelt,
returned to
The colonel was greatly elated at
Washington 'from New York and the outcome
of the primaries. He
made the prediction that Colonel
said that after the Ohio vote hs had
jRoosevelt would have more than asserted the contest for the presi600 delegates on the first ballot at
dential nomination had been settled,
the Chicago convention exclusive ot so that the result in New
Jersey, in
contested delegates. Included in this his
opinion, did not alter the situanumber, he said, would be more than tion.
SO from New York.
The colonel was askea whether he
President Taft's manager, Con- now would
begin to make plans for
gressman W. E. McKinley of Illi- the fall campaign, since he is
nois, asserted that the president's
of obtaining the nominaactual strength at present was 574 tion.
;
delegates, exclusive of the delegates-at-larg- e
"In the course of a long period as
He was
in Ohio or Texas.
a hunter," he said, "I have learned
emphatic in his prediction of a nomi- never to divide the bear skin until
nation for the president on the first the bear is dead."
.
ballot.
s

e

'

.

Headquarters In Chicago.
The Washington headquarters of
all the republican candidates will
close this week and managers and
their assistants will establish themselves in Chicago
Monday for the
opening of the battle before the naThe .Taft attortional convention.
neys, former Senator Dick of Ohio,
and Fred C. Bryan of Washington,
have completed their defense of all
the cases where the Roosevelt forces
are contesting delegates. It is understood all briefs and evidence will he
filed with Seciviary Uaywnrd in Chicago before tonight.
The attitude of the Taft managers
here indicates that they will lend
their full support, to Chairman Harry
S. New in the effort to seat Senator
Root as temporary chairman of the
convention. It is understood the Taft
forces were not advised of the selection of Senator Root until after
the latter had accepted Mr. New's invitation, but have seized what they
believe to be an opportunity to weld
together New York's delegates ana
other delegations that will support
the national committee upon Issue.
Senator Dixon predicted that Governor Hadley of Missouri would be
the Roosevelt choice for temporary
chairman of the convention.
'That fla of course,
subject to
change, if conditions change," said
I ' believe,
the senator.
however,
that Governor Hadley's name will be
proposed for the place and that William R. Pendergast, of New YorH
despite recent Illness, will make the
speech placing Colonel Roosevelt II
nomination."
Friends of President Taft admit- -

Wilson Is Delighted.
Trenton, N. J., May 29. Governor
Woodrow Wilson said today regarding the New Jersey primary election:
"I never doubted the result, but i
am none the less delighted and grateful that the democrats of the state
should 'have stood by me so generously and with so unmistakable a verdict.
"Their approval makes, me verj
happy, because it is their judgment
of the new regime in our politics in
New Jersey and means that the new
order is to be sustained with stead-
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CITY EDITION.

TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, May 29. Senate: Met
at noon.
President Mellln, of New York, New
Haven and Hartford railroad, protest
ed to
canals committee
against provisions In Panama canal
bill which would bar railroad-ownesteamers from the canal.
Magdalena Bay matter referred by
foreign relations committee to a sul
MEXICAN REBEL
LEADER SAYS committee for Investigation.
Voted down amendment to metal
MADERO IS RECRUITING IN
tariff bill to plae farm implements on
THE UNITED STATES.
free list.

OROZCO INCENSED
AT; AMERICAN

sharpens
a roan's wits.

lnter-oceani- o

FRANKLIN.

JURY

TELLS

A

CORRUPTION

STORY

OE

YiIICil HITS

1

POLICY

HE

ISSUES

A

Judiciary committee continued its
PROCLAMATION Investigation Into charges agalil
Judge Archbald.

SAYS UNLESS CONCESSIONS ARE
MADE HIM HE WILL NOT BE

DAUGHTER DISINHERITED
29. "To my
Los Angeles, May
RESPONSIBLE.
daughter, Edith Alice Ogllby Tit
combe Druse, living In the Champs
INCITES
MURDER
Elysses, Paris, I bequeath $5, with
FEOPLEJO
which she must purchase the work of
DECLARES THEY MAY RISE UP a reliable author on the wages of sin
and ingratitude."
AND KILL SUBJECTS
OF
The above paragraph contained in
THIS NATION.
the will of Mrs. Louise E. Warner, on
file today, reevaled that the once
Chihuahua, Mex., May 29 Through prominent Loa Angeles woman was
to her daughter,
traffic on the Mexico Northwestern never reconciled
has been stopped temporarily on ac who went abroad to live. Her other
count of the burning of a bridge by two daughters, Elizabeth and Clarlne
a group of Maderistas . near Santa Maude, received the hulk of the
estimated at $250,000.
Ysabel. The last train over the bridge
was fired upon but none was injured. The Maderistas in that section
WRIGHT LITTLE BETTER
appear to have no organization. They
are persons living in that part of the
Dayton, O., May 29. Wilbur Wright
state who explain their espousal of is about the same but it seems( there
the government's cause by the state- is little chance for him, said Dr. D.
ment that it is useless for them to B. Conklin today. Last night Wright's
continue in their efforts to produce temperature from the typhoid that is
crops with the revolution in progress. threatening his life, hovered about 104
Most of the mines in. that district degrees and earl? today there was litwill be closed by the end of' this tle Improvement
week. In the field there has been
no material change In operations, the

rebels continuing their mobilization
at Bachimba,' and the federals the
repair of bridges north of Jimenez.
Intimating that the revolutionary
authorities may be unable to restrain
the populace in its indignation when
it realizes the extent of the assistance ttjiiJg Vfron the Meidan feovevn-mela its fight against the rebels,
General Orozco and his fellow officers have protested formally to Marion Letcher, consular representative
of the United States, against the attitude of the American government
in permitting Mexican authorities o
(recruit and equip soldiers north of
the international boundary.. The protest has been been ordered published
widely in both Spanish and English.
It is directed to Madero and to the
United States. After a recital in de-- j
tail of many instances in which the
American authorities have aided
the
Madero
government,
especially in
permitting Consul Llorente at El
Paso to recruit and equip men for the
body commanded at Ojinaga by General Sanjinez and ttye failure of the
authoritea to turn back federals dewhen a few
feated at Guadalupe,
swam the river to safety, it is Intimated that there exists between Madero and the government at Washington some agreement regarding a huge

CARPATIIIA'S

CAPTAIN

GIVEN A LOVING CUP

THE DARROV

DEFENSE SEVERELY

Tells of Offering Talesmen Money and Re

porting Progress to Attorney
IDENTIFIES

DEPOSIT

A

Declares It Was Given Him by Accused McNamara Counsel for the
Purpose of Bribing Certain Men Witness Himself Is Under
Sentence for Crime and His 4ppearance Gives Denial to Statements That He Would Not Testify

--

NEW NAVAL POLICY.
29. A
conference
Malta,
May
which probably will
decide Great
Britain's future policy In the Mediterranean opened here today. Among
those participating are Premier A
quith and Winston Spencer Churchill, first lord of the admiralty. Viscount Kitchener, and General Sir Ian
Hamilton, commander in chief in th
Mediterranean and inspector general
of over-se- a
forces.
The conference is a direct result

of the recent action of the admiralty
In reducing the Mediterranean fleet
and concentrating the vessels taken
from it in the North Sea, which has
been the cause of the keenest discussion in England and France and has
led to the suggestion that the existing entente between those two countries should be replaced by an alli-

ance.
SURVIVORS OF TITANIC REWARD
The question of strengthening the
MAN WHO SAVED THEIR
British garrisons in Egypt and other
LIVES
places pn the route o. India and the
activity of the Italian fleet Jn the isNew York, May 29. Captain Arthur lands of the Aegean Sea, with its efH. Rostron, commander of the Cunard fect on the British position, also, will
liner Carpathia, the ship that sped to he discussed.
the rescue of the passengers of the

sinking Titanic, was today presented
with a handsome silver loving cup by FRENCH GOVERNOR IS
a committee of Titanic survivors, who
boarded the liner on her arrival here
SAID TO BE KILLED
today. Gold, silver and bronze medals
of
set
engrossframed
a
with
together
ed resolutions were presented to the
IN FEZ BY MOORISH
MAfSSACRE
officers and entire crew, who had
REPORTED TO
HORDES
was
been mustered in the saloon. This
HAVE OCCURRED.
to
of
the
return
Carpathia
the first
this port since she brought back her
"Paris, May 29. Neither the French
cargo of survivors four days after the
officers nor the newspapers
foreign
tragedy.

NO FREE FARM

IMPLEMENTS

CERTIFICATE

have any further news concerning
the reported attack by Moorish
tribesmen on Fez.
It was reported last night from
Madrid that the rumor was current
in the lobby of the Spanish chamber
of deputies that Fez had been storm
ed by the Moors'and that General
the new French resident governor, as well as Eugene Regnault,
French minister to Morocco and
their staffs had been massacred. Not
the slightest credence is attached to
this report in authoritative .circles
here,
A wireless dispatch from General
Lyautey, the French resident governor at Fez, which was sent from that
city at 7:30 last evening, did not
mention anything about a massacre
of Europeans, but indicated that a
fresh attack by the Moors was prob-

Los Angeles, Calif., May 29. Bert
H. Franklin's story of the alleged corruption of the McNamara Jurors was

continued today at the resumption of
the trial of his former employer,
Clarence S. Darrow, for the alleged
bribery of George N. Lockwood.
clashes between opposing
counsel have occurred several times
daily since the introduction of evidence began and before adjournment
yesterday. Judge Hutton again cau
tioned the Jurors to disregard anything said during the outbreaks by
attorneys on both sides.
It was announced when court convened that adjournment at noon would
be until Friday morning, owing to the
funeral this afternoon of a member
ot Attorney Appel's family and for
the additional reason that tomorrow W
a holiday. The deposit slip of $1,000
which Franklin said was given Mm
by Darrow, the bank book ot the witness and a check for $500, drawn by
him, were identified by Franklin anil
admitted' Into evidence. Continuing
Of
his story of the alleged bribel
Juror Bain, Franklin said he called un,
on Bain and repeated the proposition
he had previously made to Mrs. Bain.
"Bain
told me," said Franklin,
"that he had hut little money. Ha
finally agreed to the deal and I paij
him $400 cash."
The next day, Franklin reported his
success to, Darrow, he said.
Franklin's appearance on the Btand
had been looked forward to with
great interest for months and" his
testimony yesterday contained his
first public utterance tending to con-- .
nect Darrow with the crime of which
Franklin himself had already pleaded
For weeks after his arrest.
guilty.
Franklin stated repeatedly in interviews that Darrow 'knew nothing of
the bribery of Bain and Lockwood,
and that he would under no circumstances ever take the stand against
Darrow, He, reiterated these declarations even after he was said to have
appeared before the grand Jury, which,
indictments
subsequently returned
aginst the lawyer. It gradually became known, however, that the state
would rely largely upon his testimony
in the effort to convict Darrow and
he has been looked upon as the star
witness for the prosecution.
The defense has made no secret ot
what it would attempt to do In the
cross examination of Franklin in its
endeavor to break down his story.
Franklin has admitted that he expects
g
a
grilling by the attorneys for the defense, but professed
to be ready for it. . It was believed '
unlikely that Franklin would leave tha
stand for several days.
Franklin was expected
this morning his story of the alleged
bribery of Juror Rober F. Bain, which
was narrated in part at yesterday's
From this it
afternoon session.
was expected that his direct examinar
tion would take him to the alleged attempt to bribe George N. Lockwood
and possibly other jurors. In his
opening addresst o the jury last Friday,
District Attorney Fredericks stated .
that he would show proof that other
than these jurors had been "approached" by members of the McNamara defense.
Acrt-monlou-s

recompense.
SENATE VOTES DOWN BILL REIt is suggested that possibly the
MOVING TARIFF ON THOSE
government was
promised some
ARTICLES.
concession in the nature of land holdings. Back of all is the fact that the
Washington, May 29. By a vote of
American government has crippled 35 to 34 the senate today voted down
seriously the rebels by Us stringent an amendment to the metal tariff bill
application of laws preventing the placing a large number of farming
importation of ammunition. The reb- implements on the f ije.e list. Pracels characterize the attitude, as emifastness and enthusiasm.
tically all of the affirmative votes
nently unfair. Madero in the pro- were cast by democratic senators,
test is styled a traitor and the Amer- but several republican senators were
Columbia Democrats Spilt.
asabsent The amendment was offered
Washington, May 29. The District ican government is accused of
democratic convention suming an attitude that is little by Senator Smith of Georgia and was able.
of Columbia
. ..
of Intervention. Attention is not debated.
,
split today over selecting a delega- short
offered an
tion to Baltimore and nearly half of called to the fact that heretofore the
Senator Pomerene
" '
Situation Is Grave.
the convention walked out. Although revolutionary authorities have given amendment to take machine tools
Canal-eja- s
29.
Premier
Madrid, May
the district primaries were held Mon- every guarantee of safety to foreign- from the house free list and assess a
declared today that the Spanish
ers
and
and
Americans,
failed
especially
concluded
ofHe
had
cent.
20
committee
central
the
per
day,
duty
had not received any
government
are
such
still
guarantees
promised
was
certifitoo
to count the votes or issue
i
the cut made by the house
official or unofficial, in
either
newB,
draBtlc. Senator Smoot charged the
cates to any delegates to today's con- but with reservations.
to
latest reported attack
the
regard
some
cases
in
is
It
that
suggested
of
vention.- J. Fred Kelley, chairman
democrats with playing politics and on
Fez.
however, that
added,
He
inwas sharply taken to task by Senathe committee, refused to calL the the populace might become so
"which had
latest
information
the
Amerion
as
censed
take
to
inrevenge
tor John Sharp Williams. The
convention to order, Walter Costello,
been received by the government on
aumild
sensation
a
vice chairman of the committee and cans and that in Borne cases the
dictment brought
the situation in the Moorish capital
Senator
leader of the Clark forces, called it thorities might be unable to furnish when
Rayner declared
appeared to be grave.
In
is
declaration
the
which
restraint,
amendment.
proforces
Pomerene's
the
to order, but
objecting
against Mr.
made
that
authorithe
revolutionary
"I have no use for that kind of poltested against the legality of the
ties will not consider themselves re- itics,"' he declared. "I stand for the
convention.
THE JAPS AGAIN
house bill."
A squad of policemen endeavored sponsible.
Washington, May 29. Negotiations
Senator Lodge moved to amend the of Japanese Interest for land on Magto restore order, but nothing was acdeleamendment to increase the dalena Bay, Mexico, were referred tountil
the
Pomerene
complished
protesting
OIL IN COLORADO
duty on machine tools to 30 per cent, day by the senate foreign relations
gates voluntarily left the hall. A poll
NEW YORK COTTON
for inbut the senate voted In the nega- committee to a
Steamboat Springs, Colo., May 29.
of the convention then showed 40
New York, May 29. Cotton spot
it is reported that oil has been struck tive, most of. the progressive repub- vestigation to determine If any acquiof the 66 delegates remaining.
The bolting delegates in another at Cross Hjll, near here, and that the licans voting with the democrats. sitions of territory -- or concessions closed quiet, unchanged. Middling uplands 11.50; middling gulf 11.73. No
flow from the well is filling the basin Then the Pomerene amendment was there encroached on the Monroe
sales.
43
to
18.
of
in
front
the
on
defeated,
derrick.
Page Four).
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tunic did not 6trlke a rock is Unit
IVJCH
AT H0E3Y PARTY
the tea around the Titanic when she
struck was smooth. If there had been
Clever Idea of Girl With Some Origin,
a rock sufficiently high enough to
lity That Is Well Worth Being
strike
the bottom of the Titanic the
Imitated.
ON A
water in the calmest weather would
A party given recently by ft clever
be broken over the rock, and during
girl which was toth original and en
storing would be churned to a foam.
tertaining and proved to be a groat
Such was not the case as reported
access vu a hobby party. The tn
the
officers
by
of the Titanic and
rltations were worded In the follow!!
thoBe of the Carpathla
and other
manner: "Come to my party on WeA
NAVY
HYDROGRAPHER
CITES ships which visited the scene of
Corson smiled to himself at the nesday night and wear your pet hoU NORMAL
the
STUDENTS
RECORDS TO SHOW THAT
TONIGHT
disaster."
camp came In sight when he rounded by j also state in your aooeptanej
t SOUNDINGS
WILL STAGE THEIR ANNUAL
WERE MADE.
the point In his frail canoe. It was wnai is your ravonta dish."
CLASS PLAYS
The groups that assembled in th
the first time that Corson had smiled
IN JAIL 53 YEARS .
In some weeks, for he had passed ft big living room were Just the funniest
Washington,
May 29. In the curWinsted, Conn., May 29. John War- - dolorous summer In town. At
These popular and serviceable garments are
The lant dress rehearsal of the anthe conglomeration imaginable, the "ecrent issue pf the Xautlcal Gazette
really TWO
ren, 74 years old, who has been an in camp, be was sure to find rest from centricities of genius
as nual senior class play of the New
dresses
in one are extremely neat, perfect fitting and
personified."
the editor says:
mate of the state penitentiary
practical.
at the doubts that assailed him, for la one girl expressed it
Mexico Normal University was held
"No one hag set forth any specific
They come in a variety of light and dark materials and sevThere was the postage stamp fiend, test
Wethersfleld for nearly 53 years, has the woods Charley Corson forgot even
night and everything Is in readireason, much lees brought out any filed with toe board of
eral styles are exceptionably well made and
Lillian Blakslee.
wearing a motley collection pasted on
parole his
neatly trimmed.
was not an easy matter to forget various parU of her clothing, even, ness for the curtain to go up tonight
It
proof, that a rock does not exist in eighth
for
release.
The board
petition
at
her
Duncan
the
face, hands and hair bore ft stickopera house. By the
that particular spot 'where the Titan will consider it and also 53 others at Lillian, for Lillian had been the cause
CI2LY OtIE fJHIUTE
of his wretched summer. He had let er from some place.
The girl who special permission of the author, W. D.
ic struck and sank' in the ocean. The its
10.
on
June
meeting
the Blakslees have the camp for the was making silk quilts out of her Howells, three farces "The Garro-ters,- "
is required to put on, or off, the
naval hydrographers at Washington,
Warren will not appsar before the hot months. His business kept him In party gowns and those of her friend
garment. THEY FIT THEY
"The Mouse .Mouse Trap," and
as slated in an evidently careful in board in person, it
LOOK WELL, THEY WEAR WELL.
was
town
Corson
in
what
called
ft
costume by the side "A
the
through
arrayed
being a rule of the
Likely Story," will be presented by
lerview, assert that the nearest board that a prisoner can have but "scorching season," but he bad taken of which Joseph's historical coat of
Comfort, appearance, service and economy are all combinpleasure in the thought that Lillian many colors would have looked a sad the graduates. Each of the . three
soundings to the point where the dls one appearance.
ed to a maximum degree in these desirable
was In camp and learning to love it nd sober garment Bugs, butterflies, plays is a round of amusing Incidents
sater occured are sixty miles away
Warren was sentenced to life im
garments and at
toads and lizards played in most life- and the amateur players are well suit
to the southward, and show 1,100 prisonment for the murder of bis wife as much as ha did.
popular prices
Next year he hoped that there would like attitudes over the clothing of th ed to their Darts. The Drodnctlnrnt
fathoms."
In Wllllngton.
He is No. 1 on the be a June wedding, and ft July honey naturalist in the crowd, and th girl are to
be staged under the direction
Captain John J. Kbapp, U. S, N
moon In the camp. There was noth who went in, for physical culture wore
prison roll.
of
Miss
May Ross, teacher of elocua
necklace of miniature Indian clubs
chief hydrographer, says there is
Warren was 21 years old and had ing more than an understanding
tion of the Normal.
nd
dumbbells.
Of
Lillian
but
bad
them,
made
camera
the
course,
it
no
ithat
been
exists
rock
married but a short time when
positive proof
The Garroters," the first of the
where the Titanic sank, and that it one day in 1859 he invited his wife plain what her answer would be when orank went around trying to "take"
Corson spoke, and as the weeks sped sverybody and the autograph collec- farces on the program, la the story of
was an iceberg which thnt vessel to go for a walk. Coming to a brook
by, and her letters grew more and tor was on hand with book and pencil. a robbery. Mr. Roberts, while walk
Laa VeoaLoaditui Storo
the couple seated themselves on its more irregular, Corson first
struck.
A golf enthusiast wore a golf suit
grew
in the park, is brushed up against
"The statement of the editor of the bank side by side. Presently the wife re puzzled, then worried.
made of calico in ft brilliant Scotch ing
Even when they broke camp Corson piaia and topped it with a Tam. ' by a man whom he does not recog
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did
not learn the, fact until after Bhanter. Fastened to his buttonhole nize,, and being suspicious of the
theory and without anyv knowledge with her bare feet in the brook. Sud
was a small case of golf clubs, such stronger looks for hla watch, which is
of the geography of the vicinity of denly Warren seized her by the back theyS had left the woods. Mrs. Blaks as
are sometimes used for dinner gone. Mr. Roberts chases the man,
lee note of thanks hinted at an earwhere the Titanic struck," said Cap of the neck and pressed her head down lier
Established 1862
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letter, but there was none from favors.
battles with him, takes a watch away
tain Knapp. "As a matter of fact under the water and held it there un Lillian, and Mrs. Blakslee did not
One of the drollest figures was th from him
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and record here and in the office of til she drowned.
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constructed. Altogether It was ft most park. In unraveling the mystery of dressed to Mrs. Campbell and on this the grounds of Union College and
in the westward trip from Europe to at Norwich, January 27, 1879, for the
He had welcomed the news that the amusing party.
the two robberies Mr. Roberts finds the plot of the storqy hangs. The fol- the proceeds will be devoted to the-neWben refreshments were served it
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the vision away, WITH EVERYTHING IN PLAC stolen watch. The cast of characters Mrs. Willis Campbell formerly Mrs. tady.
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to reports that so far as is known she both got life sentences. Bishop died
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To his surprise he found that th ing between the line of
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depot, a $50,000 division office build cavity was half filled with letters and run the drawstring
out- Mrs. Roberts
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through
and numerous other cities. The conMurphy
of the water In latitude 41.46 ana
lng and an addition to the Harvey In a flash he reallred that the Blaks side of each of the four bags, tying
Sarah G. Tooker
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the
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grant,
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It was all clear enough, now. H with two bags to each side and run Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Somers have orate preparations have been concludLater
by the British admiralty.
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protruding Pile in to 14 days. EOc,
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miralty, were made in 1896 by the ter Carriers' Association.
The local
makea them draw easily: on one
French, cable steamer Drome and the carriers have completed an elaborate understanding what the matter was.
should have removed the slot from suing.
British steamship Britannia. The program for the entertainment of the the
tree, but I didn't suppose that
soundings made by the Drome are visitors.
even ft newly-arrive'greeny' would
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of
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suppose that Uncle Sam had mall
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Titanic
boxes
the
where
scattered through the woods. II
nearest soundings made and charted TO REDUCE THE TARIFF was ft delight to get so many letters
from you all at once, but I will swap
is 1,985 fathoms (11,910 feet), a littne lot for one little letter containini
tle more than two statute miles. This
A LITTLE AT ATI5IE the single word 'Yes.' "
less
was
made
a
at
point
sounding
He made special trip to the villas
to mail the package and then made
than 12 nautical miles from where
for the answer: He had
the Titanic is reported to have gone , SENATQR
daily
nevVLANDs
HAS A not tripsto
long
wait Before the end of
down. Twelve to nueen mues iruip
SCHEME HE THINKS WOULD
the week he found a bulky letter in
this sounding another sounding, 2,BE A SUCCESS.
the box and he could not wait until
034 fathoms, was made. A few miles
h got to camp to read it With the
further north another sounding was
Washington, May 29. Aj compro- canoe floating on the surface of tha
lake he let it drift while he read over
made and it gives the depth of the mise tariff
plan designed to graduate the letter.
ocean there as 1,750 fathoms. Less reductions of duties
pnd designed
'It was not Norah." wrote Lillian.
than 10 miles north of this sounding "to avoid
American "but the rest of us and
impairing
any
Teddy Grlsis another, which, is charted as 1,- Industry," was offered
today
Because the advertiser has done
by Sen- com. When we left town Ted begged
10
805 fathoms.
Less than
(miles ator Newlands as an amendment to us to use his private post office if we
something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and
northeast of rthis sounding Is anoth the house steel bill. It
to. I suppose that he thought
wanted
usefulness of his prodproposed a w
should see the Joke, but we didn't
er which gives the depth as 1,748 10 per cent reduction on
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
l
January
fathoms. Two more soundings be from certain duties and a further re- and unless we were going to town we
statements.
mailed the letters in the box and it
:f
tween 15 and 20 miles north of these duction of 55
cent on January i, never occurred to us to wonder
per
He
can
be trusted because his very business existence is at
show the depth of the ocean to he of each
take.
for four years thereaf- whether they had been collected or
year
He
believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
Southt of ter
1.557 and 1,422 fathoms.
until the total reduction of 30 not Tou see we are not woodsmen
nor
capital,
where the Titanic went down sound per cent shall have been made. A like yourself. Next year tou can
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
show us, for I accept your offer of ex
will not prove permanently
lngs, chartered on all maps of this
tariff commission of
profitable if he fails to make
change and will send the 'Yes' as
office and the British admiralty, five members
good secure repeat orders.
appointed
by the presi soon as I receive the package. I don't
show the ocean to be more than
dent would determine to what pro want to let you keep the letters after
The advertising is not only a'protection to the trade
fathoms deep.
name, but it
we are married to prove what ft bad
ducts the reductions should apply.
is the advertiser's guarantee of
"All these soundings were taken
quality.
Senator Newlands eaid today that temper I had."
Corson struck across the lake as he Copyright, Underwood ft Undent ood. N, I.
from 15 to 20 miles southward of the his purpose was not to endorse
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
the had never
goods, beThe "Dorothy" bag, the latest rebefore and he got
circle of summer ice peaks, which is
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
protection principle, but to recognize tne letters paddled
for
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knlcknacks.
The
in
ceptacle
time
Milady's
for
nteht
the
known to all navigators of the North that
protective duties had stimulated malL Then he paddled home more bag came into unenviable notoriety
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
Atlantic. Most navigators when ap Industries which must
and
in
suffer by any slowly
the cool of the evening when it was conspicuously carried by
in telling others of their goodness.
money
proaching ithls circle reduce the radical change. Senator Newlands he dug up the trunk and dragged it to thousands of militant English Sufrunof
thedr
In
of
craft for fear
their smashing campaign,
speed
fragettes
It
to Buy
pointed out that both parties had the camp.
It Is still used as a mall box, but it who found the "Dorothy" the most
ning Into icebergs and packs.
promised a revision of the tariff and stands within the hall
and Mrs. Cor- convenient kind of handbag in which
"If the editor of the Gazette does hla
purpose, he said, was to provide son warns their occasional
guests that to carry stones and hide hammers.
not believe the Titanio is not down a
graduated reduction with a brake, letters are liable to be delayed in tranat a depth of two miles or more let so
In Vivid Colors.
applied as to prevent excessive sit. ,
him have soundings made. He will
Hand embroidery done In vivid col"We lost a lot that way." she eximportations and consequent labor
find that it is easier rto theorize than
plains, but she does not add the ex- ors will be placed upon a white backdisturbances.
to practice.
planation of the smiling glance that is ground of faille or moire silk, and then
exchanged between herself and Corson used as collar and cuffs for tailored
"The best evidence yet that the Ti- The Optle print an the news
dresses. New York Herald.
when she sneaks of the letters.
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representative in the highest lection of anklebraces,
ar work he has ever witnessed on a
about him was silent with the New York sole agents for the United
straps,! Marcus W. Robbins,
wail of hunger and despair. Over night
alleged that ball field..
sense of our best banking and busi block and tackle and pacing
cold that leaves no life, and the dying States.
barre.s
hTe
Chief
Is
Wilson
one
of
men
the
thre3
come by his exertions, he sank down
ness intelligence.
The stockholders method of treatment
Manager John Kllng, is working his
warrior knew his end had come; yet
Remember the name Doan's
utilizing the' who had taken W. S. Rawlins, their
and of our present banks select their best
in the poor shelter of the stunted
head off trying to keap the Bosfoa
block
and
he did not realize its meaning. The take no other.
tackle Involves the fasten stenographer, out of San
Diego in an
spruce tree. As hQ lay there, the
men to serve as their directors. The ing of a
had ceased,
rope with buckle attachment automobile May 16, and orderei him Braves In the running, but the Braves
pain in his broken
leng Jagged end of a broken bone and he seemed toleg
these
will
of
banks
directors
select
to
don't seem to be able to start anyeach
knee where interference Is not to return.
READY FOR BIG RACE
and to
sleep
They asked thai a
protruded through the bloody skin
their best men to serve as directors of indicated. The end of one
thing.
of
:29.
food
and
dream,
Indianiapolis,
is complaint charging false
Ind., May
the
perchance,
and fur. Long streaks of blood
imprison
the local associations. The local as then attached to a wall. A rope
Perhaps another Gregg will break
warmth of sgme dark den. Then his tlce for the second annual
scene ment, abduction or assaait be ssued.
In sociations will
showed down hlB leg to the toes.
choose
their best shifter grasping the free end of
Into
the big show neit season. The
again
dreams took other forms. Now he ternational Sweepstakes race, to be
the District Attorney TJtley said he had
where it had crusted into bard red was
as directors of the branches of tho other rope
am has a
Three-- I leaguo
run on the Indianapolis motor
Dubuque
his
with
but
pulls
again
brothers.
playing
steadily
firmly declined to issue the complaint on
speed
Ice. A bullet from the rifle of a hunt
who
some
in the little Ihollow before the den way tomorrow, la ended and the driv Central association; and finally the for a stipulated period.
pitcher
performs
Grsg
After this the ground that
anytnins which thing after the faa'aljn of Vean, thi
er, far down In the foothills had done Out
of the shadow of the surround er8 and their assistants are today put process of elimination will be com the patient goes through the process Chief Wilson
its hellish work. But the hardy con
iright have done was in
the selection ot the best of "riding the barrel' with feet
j
ing forest his mother trough food; ting their racing cars In final condl pleted by
drawn connection with his work as a poace Nap star.
etitution of the weather-beatemen
old and his
the
branch
for
directors
among
The champion Athletics are not
tion
for
and
tied
the
taught
xraa
teBt
innocent
beneath
it.
of
great
Present
play
abruptly
speed and
officer.
wolf had refused to give in, and he
alone in the hard struggle to get
There Is every prospect the highest honor equal in importance Indications are that an international
while he hastened to devour endurance.
Moore and Robbins said tha would
had sought the higher peaks where stopped
court-thto
our
e
directors
supreme
started, as a large number of base
complication is likely to arise should
whatever game his mcther brought. of exceedingly fast time In the ra;e
lie knew no man could follow. Now, Then
petition the
court for a writ ball
champions have been up against
he passed on to his hunting as the practice .during the past few of the national association." While Dr. Frank be recognized In Broadway of mandamussuperior
his loss of blood had conquered .even
the idea of such a financial repubiio by show
directing either the dis- it so far this season. New Orleans
has
shown
Is
days
when
It
the
girls.
that
also predicted trict
course is fast
his blood ran bigu
Ms Indomitable ppiri(t,' and he days.s Days
attorney, a Justice of the peace, in the Southern
with the excitement of the chase ana some of the drivers having driven may not meet with Wall street's un that the hobble skirts will. lose vogue. to Issue
league; Dayton In
a complaint against the the Central
whined as he nursed his wound.
an
attitude
qualified approval, such
Rush to Get Arrested
Peoria, In
league;
when by his excellence in hunting, laps at close to 100 miles an hour.
chief. They stated that if the Three-- I
as twilight came on the snow he was recognlized as the leader
A curious result of the Introduc
On account of the number of prom on the part of the country's money
league; Austin, In the Texas
of
court Judges decllno-- to net league; Portland, in the Pacific Coast
lords is generally regarded as one of tion of the new
ceased to fall and the cold became a powerful
auto patrol wagons superior
pack. Slowly the proud inent automobile concerns which have Its
would take the matter up with
they
endorsements.
More intense. Occasionally the old
strongest
league; Rockford, In the Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
by the polioe department has been
light of memory changed to the va withdrawn from racing, the field to
General Webb.
Social Chauffeuse the Latest
Attorney
wolf tried to rise, but his weakness cant
morrow
the
will
league; Wllkesbarre, In tHj
not
of
be
the length to which
discovery
as large as last
gaze of approaching death.
Chief Wilson Issued a statement New York State
To the long list of gainful pursuits the
each time overcame him and he sank
league and Winston-Salecongested East side Is willing to
Slowly his eyes' became glazed and year. Cut the objection last season
today to the effect that if the mem
open to woiita in New York there go for its amusement.
In
the
Carolina
was that too many cars, forty-twleague, all PC
The first ap bers of the
Industrial Workers' of nant winners last season, are at
were allowed to start, and the man has Just been added the novel one ot pearance of the patrols among
pre
the
the World reported on tha way to ent either there or
"social chauffeur" one which
bids tenement children
flirting with the
agement claimed the large field was,
aroused enthusiasm San
,
t
Diego really attempted to come last position In the
to a great extent, responsible for the fair to rival the field in point of pop as a new device of the social settle
standing.
accidents.
This year's event was lim ularity and financial return. Any wo- ments to provide them with fres rides.
ited to thirty starters, and the entry man thirsting for business success Keen disappointment followed th
combined with pleasurable occupa
list closed with twenty-sevediscovery of the real nature of ' th
nominations. Nearly every American pilot tion should become a "social chanf autos. An' unexpected turn lias ocof national reputation will be Includ- feur" that Is after a course at Vassar curred, however, and at present the
or Wellesley.
This new calling viC police are
'MWK"V VKiM ed among the contestants. Among
being put to much trouble
them are Ralph Mulford, winner of originated by the wife of a physician riding wilful offenders to the station.
last year's Vanderbllt cup race; Ted whose assets were one large gasoline Grownups have joined the children in
automobile, a Wellesley education and the' effort to ride in
the new autos
dy Tetzlaff, winner of the Santa Mon
an original Idea, the last being a be- with the
ica race; Howard Wilcox, holder of the
result that everyone is be
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO IN
ORE DAT.
lief that lonely; invalid, convalescent
r
mile straightaway-stocin
coming
a
expert
car
... ,
.
k. 'f-I
Sit.
selecting
i
t
degree
record;
I
i
or aged women desiring an outing of
Always remember the full name.
"Wild Bob" Burman, the speed king
misdoing which will provide free
Look
would
her services to those of ride and avoid a sentence.
As the Lion is Monarch Len Zengel, winner of the
Even an lor this signature on every box. 25c.
national a male prefer
chauffeur. Business along this occasional
of the Forest, so S. S. S. is stock chassis road race at
miscalculation fails to
Elgin last line soon
justified the purchase of an check the eagerness for the new pasKing of Blood Purifiers and year; Ralph DePalma, the mile-tracMaster over all Blood diseases.
electric coupe and spreading into oth time or
the triumphal note It
champion, and Caleb
Pure, rich blood and a frc llonaire driver who Bragg, the mil er fields has resulted so far in the! the prouddampen
assertion
finished
second
frequently made
circulation is the surest pre- at
acquisition of a second gasoline car, that "Pop took an auto
We have on hand a
stock of
Santa Monica last
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vention against the diseases
and disorders which are con
stantly
systems Healthy blood stimulates the excretor Member
enables them to filter out of the system everything that is not sand
necessary or beneficial to the growth and development of the body Thus
we are apt to remain healthy unless there is a
vital fluid or an impure infection of the circulation. weakening of the
Imperfect blood takes various forms in its outward
A weak, watery circulation denotes anaemia with its manifestation
attendant evils
v :r
uiaimiai luuuiuuiis, or
""'wi'uiio,
definitely marked disorder is shown. Frequently the bloodberomS
infected with acrid humors, and Eczema,
Tetter, Acne, or some othS
skm affection makes its appearance, while an excess
of uric acid in
the circulation produces Rheumatism with its
pains and aches
Old Sores and Ulcers are likewise
dependent on bad blood, these
Places being kept open and in a state of irritation
by the
of
pollution which disordered blood constantly discharges intodrainage
them"
Another common indication of weak, impure blood is
appetite, tired worn out feeling and a general
condition ol
n
... r. .
Ttlio So on nitmant
the SVStpm
i
in
'"v realke thC vcijr picvaiciu
meaprinff
nCCeSSity f ovcrcoming the trouble
by
run-dow-
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8 bl00d purifler or ton'c the
wiuwi uoa yiuvcn uscu me greatest of all
'
blood purifiers. It goes down into the circulation
and removes all
and
puuucs anu sirengincns weaic deteriorated
it
with
the healthful properties it needs and lav,
supplies
22z
health. As a tonic
f2r1od
a. b. S. has no equal and those who
THE IEST IIS33
TUMM are
beginning to feel the need of
IS THE BEST TOBIC ftuui.B mcaicine to fortify them
con
against tne
ditions which comeunpleasant
with Spring
.....
onHAorh, C
commence
uuiu
its use at once
a.: 5. b., th?
Km? ofVfc.
Bloodi Purifier ie a
i
inser, made entirely
from roots.
" . jai uti0 mineral
n anv form'
vn m..M -- Zi
if from any cause
.5
t c
.troubles due to a deranged circulSn, andTuwill find' it'
themo
satisfactory tonic you ever used. Write for book on the
bloodnd
any medical advice. No charge for either.
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ride last
year.
an order placed for a third, the em night" made
by a proud urchin.
Indianapolis Is wildly enthusiastic
two
of
Vassar graduates
over the big race. Public buildings ployment
COMPLETES 75 YEARS.
and business houses are gayly decar-ate- as assistants, negotiations opened for
a private garage and the establish, Davidson,
with flags and the colors of the
N. C, May 29. This was
ment of a luxurious home for the
a
automobile clubs and associations.
for Davidson college,
day
three social chauffeurs. The origin
Within the past, twenty-fou- r
the occasion being an
hours the ator
celeof the scheme Is finding the
bration in honor of the completion of
city has become the Mecca of the au-tomobilists of the country, and every greatest patronage and widest field the seventy-fiftyear of the institu
ror ner personal equipment among
hour brings more in machines and on
tion. Former Governor
Robert B.
trains. During the several hours be wealthy feminine guests of the, big
d
over (the exercises,
hotels. Such a customer, the social
tween daybreak and the sound of the
which were opened with an historical
chauffeur points out, has all she destarter's bell that will send the dareaddress by Rev. A. P. Shaw of Charsires but some one to talk to. That
devil drivers shooting over the track
lotte. Addresses of greeting were
is where the college education cornea
at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning neardelivered by President Alderman ot
in; for finding that the social chauf-- j the
ly a score of special trains are due to
University of Virginia, President
feur Is an agreeable conversasioaal
arrive in the city with delegations of
Venable of the University of North
1st, a social equal and an altogether
automobile enthusiasts from Chicago,
Carolina,1 President Poteat ot Fur-maNew York, Atlanta, St. Louis, Denver, companionable person, these women
university, Rev. A. M. Fraser
make constant demand upon her time.
Detroit and other cities. A conserva-- !
of Staunton, Va., Rev. Neal L. Ansocial cnauneur wears a gown
tive estimate
Winston-Salem- ,
is that at least ine
and others.
to the occasion. It maybe derson of
appropriate
100,000 spectators will view the great
to the shops, an .afternoon ma
a
trip
contest.
RAILWAY FOR AUSTRALIA.
tinee, or an evening function, but In
the majority of cases the social chaufLondon, May 29. The first prac4 feur is invited to participate in the tical jstep towards the construction
pastime. All time is charged for, how- of Australia's
proposed
$25,000,000
WITH THE BOXERS
ever.
The minimum rate is three railway, was taken toda i when bids
dolars an hour with one dollar extra for 135,000 tons of aleel rails were
for each additional person. The high- received at the high commissioner's
Two
bouts to a' draw with est
charge Is made in instances where office in this city. The railway is to
Champion Johnny Kilbane are marked a nurse is furnished at seven dollars be the
biggest enterprise of Its kind
to the credit of Jimmy Walsh.
ever undertaken in Australia. The
per hour.
The Pilgrim A. C. of Boston is tryMayor Gayonron Cabbages and Carrots line will be known as the Federal
ing to match either Mike (Twin) Sul
The fact that Mayor Gaynor is a Transcontinental railway and will exlivan or Jimmy Gardner wlth Mike
farmer has enabled him to settle a tend from Port Augusta in South Aus
Gibbons.
controversy which for a time threaten- tralia to Kalgoorlie in Western Aus
Marcel
Moreau defeated Georg
ed to involve the department of chari- tralia. The route is more than 1,000
Gunther, the colored middleweight, iri ties
unpleasantly with the truckers miles i in length 'and a considerable
12 rounds before a club in Paris
supplying their vegetables. The de- portion of it extends across a desert.
partment of charities Insisted among The government proposes to do the
other thingg upon being supplied entire work itself without the interOH papers for sale. Optic office. with carrots of a uniform size
ardj vention of a contractor.

complete
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Phone Main 150

Old Town

Jefferson Reynolds President
Ha!!ett Raynolds Cashier
Stephen.B. Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
E. D. Raynolds,Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
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YE OAS DAILY OPTIC,

I0B1E" iVILKS IS 50,500 ROOMS M
KILLED IN A

ANn-BOXIN- G

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1912.

El

YORK ARE

STATUTE

FIGHT

VINDOVLESS

SENDS MESSAGE TO THE HOUSE
LATE YESTERDAY AFTER.

MAN WHO
CARVED
UP "FRENCH IE" IS SHOT BY ALABAMA

ONE OF MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS THE CITY HAS TO
DEAL WITH.

NOON
Entered at the roslofflce at ISaat
Lai Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisSanta Fe, N. M., May 29. Late yes
sion through the United States malls
M second class matter.
terday afternoon Governor William C.
McDonald sent to the house a mess
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
age requesting the immediate passage
of a law which would make
prize
Dally, by Carrier:
Per Copy
..$ .06 fighting Illegal la New Mexico. The
One vWeek
M message was not presented until after
Drve Month
.65 6 o'clock.
It was entirely unexpected
7.69 and when Sueaker Baca was notified
One Tear
that a message from the governor was
Dally by Mall
One Tear
$6.00 ready to be presented to him unuBual
8.00 interest was aroused in the hall of
8ix Months
"
- '
,
representatives.
'The message states that the gover
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
nor, having received
lighting
GROWER
from many parts of the state,
petitions
One Year
42.00
has become convinced that the sentl- 1.00
Six Months
ment throughout New Mexico is en
tirely against ring battles. The gov
ernor
also mentioned, receiving petiMall
In
Advance
for
XOash
Subscriptions from , many other states. The
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money message asks for legislation which
rder. If sent otherwise we will not will prevent the staging of an exhi
bition on July 4, a national holiday
Ve responsible tor loss.
Specimen copies free on appllca-Jon- . which can be put to much better
use." It Is admitted by the governor
that, since the recent opinion of the
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT attorney general, he Is helpless to
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
prevent the battle In Las Vegas on
PAID FOR.
July 4 between Jack Johnson and Jim
Flynn for the heavyweight championAdvertisers are guaranteed the ship of the world. , The legislature,
largest dally and weekly circulation according to the terms of the consti
of any newspaper In Northwestern tution, must adjourn ou June 9 and
there Is little likelihood that any box
Hew Mexico.
ing legislation can be passed. The
house some time ago passed a (bill
TELEPHONES
by Representative Tripp' legalizing
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2
boxing .bouts up to .45 rounds.
S
DEPARTMENT
Main
NIW3
Another thing that' will militate
against the governor's .wishes is the
has
fact that the
WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1912.
net yet passed the appropriations
and salaries bills, legislation which
Is badly needed and which is expected
to consume the remainder of the ses
sion, Though It has been up for con
sideration for some time no definite
action has been taken on the salaries
anti-priz-

e

TOWN MARSHAL.
"Tobie" Wilks, the man who severely cut "Frenchie" Fortin in a
saloon row the latter part of last
year, was killed May 20 in a pistol
duel
In
Andalusia, Ala. Wilks
jumped his bond after his trouble
with Frenchie, leaving his securities.
to be
claimed
The young man
a healthseeker.
His fight with
over a game ot
Frenchie started
cards and Wilks claimea he used his
knife in self defense. An indictment
is still recorded against him on the
books of the San Miguel county court
under the name ot C. W. Wilkes.
r0e following account of the killing
0f wilks was published in the Lu- verne (Ala.) Jflurnal of May 23:
Andalusia, Ala.,
May 20. Tobi
Wilks and City Marshal Joe Appiin
are both 'dead as the result of a pistol duel here tonight In the store of
Wilks Bros., of which the dead man
was part owner.
Both parties are

New York,

May

29.

Social

TODAY'S F.IARKETS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 29. Such strength
as the stock market showed in today's
early dealings partly by reason of
some good railway earnings, was soon
nullified by contrary statements. Before noon all the leading stocks were

is

Finest Quality fruits and

BUM

selling considerably under yesterday's
lowest quotations with especial pressure against Reading and Lehigh.

getables From
The Same Day.

Ve-

FicUi to Can

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Bonds were heavy.
Beyond some further recoveries n
Union Pacific and other leaders, the
market was practically unchanged
from noon, except that the dullness
became more pronounced.
The market closed steady. Cover
ing by shorts sent prices upward at
the close. Union Pacific, Steel and
Amalgamated rose above yesterday's
closing and losses In some other weak
features were largely reduced. The
last sales for the day were:
$2
Copper
548; Amalgamated
'.U29V&
American Beet Sugar

work-

ers and physicians have long fulminated against windowless rooms in
tenements. Acocrdlng to Commissioner John J. Murphy of the teio-mehouse department, there were
in Greater New York in 1909 363,271
rooms which either had no window
at all or such small ones that tl.ere
might as well have been "none. The
offending tenements were distributed among the boroughs as follows:
Manhattan, 153,000; Brooklyn, lul.-90Bronx, 5.110; Richmond,
Queens, 8,705. On December 31, 1911,

Notedj

.

For

QUALITY PURITY

CLEANLINESS

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" GHAN'D

AT YOUR DOOR

FOLLY EQUIPPED

1,050

106
132
118

less than three years later, the rec- Atchison
ords showed a total of 207,712 Man- Great Northern
New York Central .
hattan, 66,950; Brooklyn, 130,31;
120&
Northern Pacific
Bronx1, 2,412; Queens, 7,533; Rich170
,.
Reading
In the interval some
mond, 668
111
Pacific
Southern
160,000 rooms had been made legally
171 .
Union Pacific
,
light.
69
Steel
United
States
"There are in Greater New York
110
United States Steel, pfd
at the present time 50,500 absolutely
said Commisprominent and the shooting has windowless rooms,'
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
aroused intense excitement.
Wilks sioner Murphy, "They are thus disChicago, May 29. Free selling of
is a single .man, but Appiin has a tributed:
lln Manhattan, 12)00; wheat
today overcame an advance due
wife and Iwo children.
Bronx, 621 Brooklyn, 33,936; Queens. to lack of rain in Kansas and NebrasNo one was in the 'store at the 2,857; Richmond, 186. We are steadka, There was a disposition here to
time of the duel, with the exception ily getting the number down, and by
consider the drought and heat In the
of the two participants and it is not 1913 we hope to have an entire clean
west as having been sufficiently disknown who fired the first shot. When up. The old house tnat has been
counted for the present. Opening
outsiders reached the scene, Wilks turned Into a tenement gives us the
cents higher;
to
prices were
was already dead, and Appiin was greatest trouble."
to 111.,. the
started 'at 111
July
of the department do same
lying on the floor in a dying condiInspectors
from last night as the
change
tion.
not pretend to give instruction to market taken altogether. A decline
Appiin was taken to his home, and families. It is their business to see to 110
followed.
Closing
figures
died within two hours.
that the landlord makes the changes; a weak tone, with July at 110
,
to a story going the then It is up to the people to take ad
According
.
a net decline of
Wilks discharged his pistol vantage of the improvements.
rounds
But
Corn at the outset showed some
In the streets, thereby violating the Miss Madge t. Headley, secretary of
but the market later recated
firmness
"
city ordinance. Appiin Is then si
the tenement house committee of the with wheat July opened
higher at
(to have followed the other man Into
and then sag
charity organization, says the ten 75 .touched 75
the store. Several Bhots were fired ants neglect to do so.
ged to 75. The close was weak, half
in rapid succession. Wilks was hit
It Js simply ignorance that pre cent net lower for July at 75.
in several parts of the body. A ball vents the "people from taking advan
Oats dragged lower, Influenced by
entered Applln's abdomen.
tage of such improvements," she says. the course of other grains. July start
Another story going the rounds is "I (have discovered that-- , many times ed at a shade off to
up at 50
'
duel resulted from an old when a window has been cut through to 50
the
that
50 cents
to
back
fell
and
bill.
'
a partition, supplying an interior even.
Late yesterday the finance bill was grudge.
Young Wilks' remains were inter room with ai.r, it has been blocked
Weakness at the yards pulled down
sent to the senate by the committee
'' or a cup provisions. Initial sales ranged from
by hacking a wardrobe
on finances.
The bill carries appro- red at Petrey Tuesday evening.
board against it. Or they bang heavy a shade to 7 cents down with Sep- priations for all purposes of $850,000.
curtains up to them which exclude temher options $18.50 for pork; $10.80
It was reforred" back?' to the committo $10.40 fpr
the light and air and also collect dust for lard, and $10.37
THE INTERVENTION BOGY tee on finances. About 25 bills of METHODISTS RAISE
which the wind blows into the room." ribs.
minor importance were passed yesMiss Emily Dinwiddie, supervisor
The closing quotations for the day
The United States displays a real terday by the legislature,
PAY
THE
as follows:
BISHOP'S
were
dwellings
the
corporation
of,
Trinity
ly remarkable leniency toward more
and a worker in the Hartley house
Wheat, May 113; July
than one of the nations of the west
Qorn, May 80; July 75.
settlement, said:
ern hemisphere and it gets little ROOSEVELT SELECTED
GENERAL CONFERENCE ALLOWS
are, among the great
rooms
"Dark
Oats, May 53; July 50.
is
credit therefor. There
hardly a
CHURCH DIGNITARIES LARGA dark room
health.
to
menaces
Pork, July $18.50.
est
nation In all Latin America that ade
BY
JERSEY
ER SALARIES.
a
to
what
dark, cellar is to
a
Lard,
child
is
July $10.62.
quately protects American interests
a plant.
of
Internal
disturb
during periods
Minneapolis, May 29. Delegates to
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The child, like the plant, grows
(Continued From Page One)
ance; and these periods are almost
the general conference of the Metho up to be a weakling if it grows up at
re
Kansas
City, May
continuous. Mexico fails agreglously
hall organized a, separate convention dist Episcopal church today evaded all. Jacob Riis called windowless ceipts 6,000, including 1,500. Market
In this respect, and but for the amazwhich was participated in by Chair- the question of a revision of the rit rooms 'tubercular culture tuDes,' ana steady to 10 cents lower. Native steers
ing forbearance' of this country, man
Kelley and National Committee- ual of the church. The conference that is truly what they are. A great $6.509.3O; southern steers $58.60
would long since have been summar
man Newman. The ballot boxes of ordered a commission to prepare
deal of eye trouble among children southern cows and heifers $3.606.50;
ily dealt with. Mexico today Is ap Monday's
were produced by revision of the ritual and present it comes from inadequately lighted stockers and feeders $4. 75 7. 10;
primary
parently helpless in the throes of the Mr. Kelley.
not later than the tenth day of the rooms. While the totally dark room bulls $4.757; calvea $5.508.50
JDrozco revolution,
yet the first
The original convention was pre- 1916 convention.
is bad for the lungs and for the western steers $6.259; western cows
suspicion of American Intervention Is
The
endorsed
conference
the
also
endorse
for
to,
delegates
health in general, the room only par $4 6. 50.
made the subject of fiery protests pared
Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market 5 to
Champ Clark, while the second con- district nominations for members of tially lighted Is exceedingly bad for
that do not always stop at the vention
ot
the
committee
church
cents lower. Bulk of sales $7.25
10
to
an
organiza the eyes. And the eye strain reacts
send,
proposed
'"bounds
of international
courtesy,
tions which to a large extent will on the nerves. There is a tendenpackers
to Baltimore.
7.50; heavy $7.457.55;
delegation
Cuba is now engaged In one of its
have charge of the church's affairs
men- and butchers $7.357.55; lights $7.15
toward
moral,
degeneration,
cy
periodical and inevitable internecine
In the next four years. Among things tal and
7.55; lights $7.157.40; pigs $5.25
Wilson Endorsed in Texas
physical, in children who liv
broils, and American interests are
6.50.
Houston, Texas, May 29. With but accomplished by the conference to under such conditions.
dark
When
very seriously menaced by the reign one dissenting vote the state demo- day were:
Sheen,
receipts 6,000. Market 15 to
rooms ate abolished and air is let in
of brigandage which exists In some cratic
cents
25
of
from
Increased
salaries
higher. Spring lambs $10
bishops
presidential convention today
there will be a djiclded improvement
portions of the island. Yet the mere enacted the platform presented by its $5,000 to $6,500, of which $1,000 is in
lambs $6.5010;
muttons
$46.25;
children. It is practical work that
intimation that America must pro resolution committee.
range wethers and yearlings $.5
This platform for living expenses and $500 secre Is needed, not theorizing."
test its own Interests is hailed as an declared
6.50; range ewes $3.255.50; Texas
against. Injecting the Initia taries' hire.
"insult" that will he resisted "to the tive and referendum and recall into
Refused to be influenced by senti
goats $33.75.
bitter end" by all true "patriots."
the president campaign and avoided mental consideration in favor of old
ON STAND
MOREY
The situation would be ludicrous radical
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
expressions on free raw mate name "presiding elder" and ordered
New York, May 29. Chester S. MoIn some respects were It not for the rials. It
Chicago. May 29. Cattle, receipts
the national plat that the term "district superintend rey,
president of the Great Western 20,000. Market
very delicate position In which the form adopted at Denver, declares it-- ent" be retained.
steady to 10 cents
company and a defendant In the lower. Beeves
Sugar
United States is placed.- Occupying for tariff revision in the "interest of
Texas steers
$69.30;
Announcement also wag made that suit in
instituted by the gov
$6. 258; western steers $6.257.85
by virtue of the Monroe doctrine the the masses of the people endorsed a $50,000 gift to the board of con ernment equity
with the object of causing
position of guardian of the western the nominationof presidential candi- ference claimants of the church had
stockers and feeders $4.206.5
me aissoiuuon or tne
sugar cows and heifers $2.858; calves
so
as
far
hemisphere,
foreign acquire- dates by direct primary, election of been made by an anonymous donor,
trust," continued as "a witness today.
ment of territory is concerned, this senators by direct vote and an Income The conference
adopted the report of Counsel for the government introduced $5.509.
cannot
to
he tax. The
country
Hogs, receipts 30,000. Market slow
proceed
monetary plan Is the episcopacy committee favoring a a letter written by the witness to
5 cents lower. Lights $6.95
lengths to which other nations could condemned.
generally
t
"bishop of races." The question comes Henry O. Havemeyer, dated February
mixed
go under the sae provocation, with750;
$7.107.55; heavy
Governor Woodrow Wilson is de- up for final action in 1916.
20,.J904, In which Morey said he was
out laying itself liable to the charge clared to be the "foremost exponent
$7. 101 7.57 ;" rough $7.107.30;
to
create
a bigger demand
attempting
bulk of sales $7.40
of national cupidity and desire tor of the dominant thought that privilfor the beet sugar in Colorado by pigs $56.85;
'
7.50.
WELCOME
MORSE.
FOR
and
mue
from
be
driven
power
aggrandizement.
ege
selling it 10 cents a hundred pounds Sheep, receipts 18,000. Market weak
Yet the time seems to be approach the ruk'uf the people established."
Bath, Me., May 29. When Charles
cheaper than the market price of cane to 10 cents lower. Native $3.656.40;
Resolutions were adopted favoring W. Morse, the former king of tin
ing when some satisfactory solution
sugar. The letter also spoke of a five western
of the everlasting "revolution" prob an interstate
canal waterway Im- ances, arrived in Bath next week he cent
$46.60; yearlings $5.20
reduction at Missouri river points
7.40; lambs, native $59; western
lems that endanger our Interests provement and reparation for injuries will receive a welcome the like of
and proceeded:
must be found and applied. Instead to Texas citizens Injured by bullets which has never been given any son
$5.509.25.
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home
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that of Its citizens affected by the delegates and an equal number of al- abroad with him. will be met at the brand, merely using a number on the
to
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convention.
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to
to
the
national
and
station
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identify
ternates
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May 29. By 37 to 27
one
an
or
Washington,
in
which
brawls
country
the senate today agreed to and amendother are going on most of the "time. Owing to a marked division of senti- homestead. Later a public reception factory from' which it is shipped."
The government didv not press the ment to the metal tariff revision bill
nament In regards to the choice for the will be held. It is understood that
Some of these little pepper-potionettes aregeing to get, sooner or presidential nomination it Is thought the former banker Intends to spend point 'd'i to whether this meant that so as to repeal the Canadian reciprolater, wha they seem to be looking likely an uninstruoted- delegation will the entire summer here with his wife, beet sugar was sold as cane sugar In city law and to provide a duty of $2
eastern markets.
his daughter and his sister.
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be sent to Baltimore.for.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you

Las' Vegas Automobile ft Klacbine
Phone Main 344,
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Fowler Props
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STORE

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

OLD TOWN
Gall

DEPARTMENT

anil see our SHOE SPECIALS for the next

fw days

Our unprecedented reductions on all loot wear wil
surprise you.
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unin-structe- d

EVERVGODY

REA8S THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

To the Memory of Those Who Laid

Down Their Lives in Order That we
Might Enjoy the Blessings of Pros-perit- y
and Peace.
Tomorrow, it behooves us to stop in the hurry and bustle
of our business and take time to remember and to pay
homage
to the memory of all those, who so freely gave their lives for
their country. The memory of their deeds and their examples
shall remain with us as long as our race shall continue to exist-Thefelt the call of duty They fearlessly stepped forth to
beautify the world with the glory of lives well spent. To them
all honor and respect is due. Let us unite'and pay tribute on
this day to General and Private alike For one is as
worthy as
the other. Can we, who follow in their wake, do( less than
show the same magnanimous spirit exhibited so well byi both?"

IN HONOR OF THEIR MEMORY OUR STORE WILL
BE CLOSED TOMORROW AFTERNOON

"THE RECOLLECTION OF QUALITY REMAINS
LONG AFTER THE PRICE IS FORGOTTEN. "

good-nature- d

"The

store

of Quality'

1

m

d

e.lasVegas.

n.m:

I

LAS VEGAS DAILY

SDliSTRIAL SCHOOL

PERSONALS

Ite Prescriplionlsl

For sign painting see Hermann,
Grand, Fountain square.
JD. Eaklns ot
Albuquerque was
la Las Vegas today on business.
Johnson-Flnn pnoto postalB from
life. Bee Crawford at Schaefer's.
i J. A. Miller
cameln last night from
Is home In Albuquerque on business.
jSee the line ot novelties for graduation gifts at Murpbey'g drug store.
.'Attorney V. O. Haydon will leave
Saturday for Columbia, Mo., for
snort visit
jThe new Jim Flynn wrinkle- - hats
&re the nobbiest for summer.
Get one
H Taicherfs.
Henry Goldstein of the Mora Mer- (ntile company was In Las Vegas to.
cay on business.
Nelson Robbins left this afternoon
J
op train No. 1 on a short trip to Al- and El Paso.
Tquerque "Mack arrived last night
from his home in Denver on a short
bialnesa Dip to Las Vegas.
See the new' Jim Flynn wrinkles nt
aichert's. Guess what they are.
B. Ratcllff of Raton arrived
last
i Ight from the Gate City and was In
I aa
Vegas today on business.
M. T. Nolan, who has been on an
xtended visit to relatives and friends
l Illinois, has returned taomr
j A big fresh assortment of Llggett's
ind Huyler'g candies just received
lor commencement week at Murphey's
129

who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how

at yagon
HOUSE
A

-

The man

and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure If we nil our
prescription.
(

1

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phone Main 3
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MAY 23, 1912.

PRESIDENT

JOHNSODUSES

i"EZ

IS

GRADUATION PRESENTS

KOT TO BE CONSULTED

ALBUQUERQUE

PASSES BILL CREATING
NEW EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION.

AMERICA WILL SEND SHIPS TO
IT IS
CUBA WHENEVER
DEEMED NECESSARY.

OFFER

4. The
Santa Fe, N. M., May
DECHAMPION
house this morning called the Chavez HEAVYWEIGHT
IN WEST
REMAIN
CIDES
TO
Inbill creating the .Coronado State
SIDE TRAINING QUARTERS
dustrial School at Wagon Mound.
The bill carries an appropriation ot
Though strongly urged yesterday by
$50,000. It was passed by a vote ot
Mark Levy of Albuquerque, director
0 to 12 after a heavy debate.
New Mexico Athletic associaMr. de Baca charged If the senate of the
remove to the Duke City to
to
tion,
passed the appropriation the house
do
for the
his
training
sent out, the state would be bank
bout. Jack Johnson announced bis inrupted, v
ot remaining Just where he is
Mr. Burg opposed the bill on ihe tention
located. In the house of Francisco
are
not
there
that
enough
grounds
Baca y Sandoval, on the West side.
people in the present state education
The big champion, however, agreed to
al institutions.
to Albuquerque on or about June
A few other minor bills passed t'.ip go
10 to put on an exhibition for the
house. The legislature tonight will
faus there. Johnson promised Levy a
probably adjourn until Friday be
good show. He said he would box
cause of Memorial day.
three rounds each with three of his
Flynn-Johnso-

n

'

AT
4

Washington, May 29. Doqbt was
expressed here today that the Cuban
government will have 9,000 troops
and volunteers in Ortelnte province
within the next few days. It Is
here the movement is becoming woree in Orlente with the prob
ability that the flames ot Insurrection
may burst out again in other prov

d

I

TAUPER T'S
It is Easiest to Choose
From'a Full Assortment

inces.

It is said at the slate department
that there is now no intention of increasing the Amerigau naval force in
Cuban waters. It it becomes needful
to send some of the vessels now at
Key West to Cuban ports, such an
intention of this government will, not
be communicated to President Go
mez. The notification that the United States Intended to rendezvous the
second squadron at Key West as a
precautionary measure tor the pro
tection of American and foreign lives
in Cuba should that government be
unable to do so, is deemed sufficient

Fly Time will Soon beHere
,We have ajlargejassortment of

sparring partners and he promised the
JSCREEN DOORSfRWINDOW SCREENS
bouts w ould not be tame affairs, by any
means.' Johnson assured Levy he apLOWEST PRICES
and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS
BELLS WILL TOLL TO
preciated the invitation extended him
by the Albuquerque fans, but decided
HONOR THE VETERANS this was the best place for him.
Johnson yesterday took two long
Negroea Want Their Rights.
PHONE MAIN
runs. In the morning he
Havana, May 29. General Evaris-tTOMORROW AT NOON BUSINESS tore off ten miles In two hours and
Estenoz, one of the rebel leaders
WILL CEASE IN OBSERVANCE
the in the
In the afternoon he repeated
province of Orlente, In an inOF DECORATION DAY.
stunt He asserted that the altitude terview in the El Dia on the negro
did not get his wind and that he felt rebellion, says:
drug Btore.
At a meeting of Sherman Post, line. Johnson
spent the remainder
"The primary cause ot the uprising
j Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Kearney, Mrs. of the Grand Army of the Republic,
If it may be termed 3 science mast
of the day superintending the erec- - is the failure of the government to
jV. J. Thull and Hector Kearney drove
last evening, it was decided that the tino of the outdoor gymnasium In
thai-therrepeal the law which provides
in this morning from Watrous In ttha
include a means of presenting the
regulation services at the cemetery which he will do his training. Flynn,
shall be no recognition of poKearney touring car.
would be the only public observation under the direction of his trainer,
litical parties in racial lines and is
Manuel P. Manzanares, editor of the of Memorial day by the old veterans
proposition to the greatest number
Tommle Ryan, did road work and offensive to the negroes. Another
Fort Sumner Review and a member of Las Vegas. Advancing ' years
of prospective buyers. To reach this
light gymnasium work. He is feeling cause is the action of the govern
of the state legislature, was In Las makes it almost
impossible for great- in excellent spirits and the arrival of ment
courts
in denying
and the law
class in the southwest usi the
Vegas today on business.
er effortB on the part of these old Johnson has spurred him on to great
their civil and poliUcal rights.
C. A.Van Houten of California came comrades.
are
very er ambition. Ryan, however, is check i
Tbey however,
"The movement is not a racial one.
in yesterday afternoon from Shoema solicitous for further observance of
ing the Impulsive spirit of his pupil We have no hostility to the white
ker, where he has been visiting his the
.
day In order that the coming to some extent and will not allow the
people. I have given orders that no
brother, J. P. Van Houten.
generations may be fully alive to the hard work to begin until June 1, next violence shall be committed against
It pays to have your shoes repaired sacrifices made
by the country In the Saturday. Ryan is better pleased with
under pain ot death. One of
if done at Hedgcock's. Our machine war of 1861-6to perpetuate our gov Flynn every time he sees him In ac- whites
has been hanged for vio
our
soldiers
sewed worlds equal to hand work and
ernment, and that the day should be tion and is still more strongly conorder.
this
costs less.
something more than a holiday occa- vinced of his ability to put up a game lating
"If the Americans intervene, they
A. A. Jones returned last night from
sion.
battle against Johnson with an excel- will
a short business trip ,.to the Beck
recognize me and my followers The losses have been insignificant as to what has happened in New
'
To further this Idea It was ordered lent chance to win.
B.
Wheeler
E.
of
here.
as
a
south
political party". We are pre- The trains between Guantanamo and Mexico in the last three decadeB.
giant
that a committee wait upon The Op- - Promoter Curley, accompanied by
The Palace has been under the
Beck
from
in
the
to continue fighting whatever Santiago are running but the telelast night
also came
tlo and request that it be published his bride, left this morning for San pared
of Thomas J. Doran &
are
still
wires
management
for
"All
interrupted.
graph
the
responsibilities
grant.
thatan
arrangement has been made Francisco and other points on the happens.
Son
last
since
and
on
of
Gross
September, Paul Doran
President
must rest
Kelly
Harry Kelly,
for the tolling of all the city bells coast where he will look after some intervention
HANDS.
HOTEL
CHANGES
been
in
charge aa manager
having
Gomez
the
and
company, left last night for Topeka for
government."
five minutes from 12 o'clock business affairs In connection with the
Santa Fe, N. M., May 29. An- during that time. State Auditor W.
to
are
and Kansas City. Mr. Kelly will at
forces
The
rebel
reported
and request all citt big bout. Secretary Art Grelner left
noon,
tend the dedication of the Hurley zens tomorrow,
a regiment In Havana nouncement was made today that S. G. Sargent is the owner of the propto. suspend whatever they may last night for Chicago ona similar have organized
In
monument
Topeka.
and the standard they are using Is A. Akins, a Kansas City capitalist, erty. The terms of the trade by
be doing at that time and stand un- mission.
In the local offices, which
In honor of the dead our store will
was displayed by Carlo, has purchased from, Thomas J. .Doran which the change ot management
'
covered during the period the bells are being run by Promoter Charles that which
Manuel
be closed at noon tomorrow, Decora are
de
Cespedes, who in 1868 & Son, the lease on' the Palace hotel takes place could not be learned.
Lewis
tolling, and that all flags be at O'Malley and Treasurer Mark
tion day. Please let us have your oran
revolution against in this city, and that the management
armed,
headed
half mast during the day, in honor of Chicago, much hard work is being
ders early and will guarantee prompt
the
At
the
government of- of the hotel will change on July 1.
TROUBLE IN CHINA
Spaniards.
ev
to
sent
of those who fell during the war of done. Tickets are being
Mr. Aklns will be associated In the
that no news
and satisfactory delivery. Ike Davis, 1861-6declared
is
still
it
fices,
London, May 29. Srious disturban(re
in
of
country
the
ery portion
management of the hotel by his son, ces have again broken out in the south
the cash grocer.
has been received from the front.
The members of the E. Romero sponse to orders and nl preparation for
and by W. H, MendenhalL of Kansas ern district of the
province of Shan
Hose and Fire company will meet at the opening of the sale to all fans
City, an old hotel man who has for SI and also in the province of Shan
at
Insurrectos
Yarayabo.
HERE.
M'DONALD
exhibi
MRS.
the station house on the West side who wish to attend the big
Santiago, Cuba, May 29. The su- several years been connected with Tung, according to a news agency dis
Mrs. W. C. McDonald, wife of Gov- at 1 o'clock and will march to the tion on July 4. The local demands
of the Cuban railroad the Hotel Baltimore in Kansas City. patch received here from Tien Tsin.
perintendent
after
this
arrived
McDonald,
cemetery to decorate the" graves of for tickets has been immense, severalthe government that a The hotel will be changed from an It Is reported that la Shan SI hunadvised
noon on train No. 10 from Santa Fe the late members of that organlza hundred dollars' worth being sold yes- today
of
force
insurgents has assem- American to the European plan,, and dreds of members of a secret society
large
several
and will be in Las Vegas
tion. The East side department will terday and today to Las Vegas fans.
bled
at Yarayabo, with the Intention wifl be conducted in a thoroughly composed of former soldiers are scour-days the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Frank go to the cemetery, leaving the fire Several different parties of fans are
the train coming up modern and up to date manner.
of
was
attacking
lng the country, robbing the inhabitH. H. Roberts. Mrs. McDonald
house at 2 o'clock and will pay a planning to come here from Denver. from
There is no hotel in New Mexico ants and burning their houses.
been
The
train
has
Bayamo.
from
this
a
dinner
at
honor
of
last
night
the guest
similar tribute to their dead com J. O. Talbot wired
held at Palma Soriano, 20 miles better known than the Palace, and
Denver that he bad filled his train
afternoon at La Casa de Ramona and rades.
of Santiago, until a detach- none "which h,as been more intimately BARBARA FRIETCHIE MONUMENT
northwest
and
cars
the
will
Pullman
be among
of ten standard
this evening
ment
of
troops Is sent to attack the connected with the political history
Frederick, Md., May 29. The initial
asked for- - reservations for the entire
guests at a theater party given by
of Ihe state. It was constructed in steps have Just been taken here lookInsurgents.
in
are
Duncan
V
Dr. and Mrs. Roberts at the
party. Other Denver parties
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
1881, Ruinsey & Son being the first ing to the formation of a national asthe process of formation.
opera house, where the Normal sen
With Him About Food.
Agrees
managers. For more than SO years sociation to erect a suitable memorial
Few
Occur
boxSkirmishes
known
well
a
The
D.
W.
Scoville,
ior class play will be presented.
A drained nurse says: "In the prae
It
has been the political headquar- to Barbara Frletchle, the heroine of
29.
The
Caimanera, Cuba, May
of Kan
guests at the dinner this afternoon tice of my profession I have found so ing and wrestling promoter
ters
of New Mexico, and most of the Whittler's famous poem. It Is proposed
who
States
marines
United
arrived
Veto
Las
sas City, has telegraphed
werei Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. W. J many points In favor of Grape-Nut- s
on board the Prairie, Important political deals that have to erect the memorial in Mt Olivet
here
of
yesterday
trainload
a
will
C.
he
bring
that
Mrs.
H.
gas
recomMills. Mrs. A. A. Jones,
food that I unhesitatingly
firfit fans from his city. Mr. Sco- - landed today at Deer Point A few taken place in the state in' that time cemetery In this city, where the reIlfeld, Mrs. Jose Baca, Mrs. E. B, mend it to all my patients.
for a skirmishes between Cuban regular ihave been consummated under its mains are soon to be relnterred after
Shaw, Mrs. John S. Clark and Mrs.
"It Is delicate and pleasing to the viiin hda made arrangements
roof. If its walls could talk some In lying for nearly B0 years In the old
round trip rate of $31.50 between troops and the Insurgents are reportMabel E. Hall.
palate (an essential In food for the
ed to have occurred in this vicinity. teresting secrets might be revealed German Reformed graveyard.
has
and
Las
and
Vegas
Governor McDonald, who will be sick) and can be adapted ito all ages, Kansas City
one of the speakers at the Normal being softened with milk or cream received- requests for reservations
commencement tomorrow evening, for babies or the aged when deficien- for all the space on his train.
Johnson expects the arrival of his
will arrive tomorrow afternoon from cy of teeth renders mastication im
of Toronto,
the Capital City. He will be accom- possible. For fever patients or those trainer, Tommy Flanagan
Capital Paid in
tomorrow
or
Surplus
this
evening
L. Bradford on
and Can.,
panied by
liquid diet I find Grape-Nut- s
the
after
appearance
and
Anto
$100,000.00
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morning,
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and
Secretary
albumin water very nourishing
Prince,
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Johnson
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a
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addresses
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idea and Is made as follows:
will
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for
work
champion
big
In a glass hard
teaspoonful of Grape-Nut- s
an hour, strain and begin in earnest.
of water for
The vanguard of newspaper corres
M.VCUNNINOHAn. President
Cashier
HOSKINS,
serve with (the beaten white of an
MILLERS HOLD MEETING.
JFRANK SPRINQER,
week, m
Kansas City, Mo., May 29. To lift egg and a spoonful of fruit juice or pondents will arrive this
editor of the Chicago
the flour industry "out of the slough flavoring. This affords a great deal Smith, sporting
will
arrive
Friday. Walter
American,
of despond into which it has drop of nourishment that even the weakthe
of
Tribune, is
Eckersall
Chicago
without
few
years, and give est' etomach,, can assimilate
ped in the last
of
this week
the
latter
part
expected
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r
it tne place among the Industries any distress.
of the.Kanss-CitClaude
Johnstone,
and
Inhe
and
which, by reason of the capital
"My husband is. a physician
Star, 'is expected on June 10.
himself and orders
vested, the brains employed and the uses Grape-Nut- s
- it should
effort expended,by right it many times- for his patients.
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occupy" Is the purpose of the confer"Personally I regard a dish of
N. M., May 29. Claiming
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night
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editor
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mntil he declarOffice with the San Miguel National Bank
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he
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ending
rebuilding,
for some time to
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the trouble. "There's a reason" and bruised features
President .
come. Wilson was cnargea wun as
trial proves.
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FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
President
Kelly
It is said a petition is being
Ever read the above letter? A. new sault and
Ad Wolgast vs. Leach Cross, 1')
menus
Wilsons
among
D. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
one appears from time to time. They circulated
rounds, at New York City.
contribute ten cents
full of human asking each to
and
are
true,
genuine,
Packey McFarland vs. Ray Bronson,
toward,paying his fine.
Interest Pedd on Deposis
Interest.
10 rounds ,at Indianapolis.
Sammy Trott vs. Pal Brown, 10
Everybody reada Tht Optic.
Read The Optic
rounds, at Columbus, O.
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Here is one more of our
usual and attractive bargains.
in

We were fortunate

The

se-

I

curing a new and
lot of lingerie dresses at a
greatly reduced price.

Science of
Selling

Come and see them.

Farms

We will convince you that
they are real bargains.

Graubartii

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agents foe The New Idea

Phor

10c

Pattern!

Mam 104.

Cafe De Luxe
REGULAR DINNER
ZOO
SUNDAY DINNER

?

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the' State

t

BARNES & RUSH,

Props.

4.

BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
-T-

O

AT TAICHERFS

VEGAS 340

PHONE

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

bu

i

Li

OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
OLD

i
,

COLUMNS

.

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
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LAS VEGAS

y

COORS GOLDEN BEER ON

-

All

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
515 DOUdLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

Read The Optic.

Lexs Vegas

Savings Bank
$30,000.00

A
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LADY

AVOID THE MAN THAT SNEERS

Fully Conscious of
the Dignity Thst Henceforth ,

Whole Existence Spoiled for Unfortu-nate Wife Tied to Such an
Individual,

TRAVELED

BUSINESS , ,
DIRECTORY
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CWnS.ZR. FLINT. Prop
Cor. GrandIand"Dougla Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

;

M BIEHL, Propit'or
416 Grand

Ave

Phone Main 447

General

Business

Garage

ALWA 5

HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

poisoned your blood, though It Is not
avowedly dangerous?
Billy question, say youT
Cleopatra with her asp which they
say Is only a myth these days Is no
surer of extinction than Is the wholesome woman who marries a man who

change.
"YouH soon be a young lady and
oar full fare," he said, with an at
tempt at gallantry.
Up went a little hand, holding the
and
Iwo pennies between finger
thumb. The conductor was puzzled,
until the child spoke.
"I don't want any change," she ex
plained. "Mamma says I'm a young
lady now, 'cause I'm 6 years old to
day."
With an Indulgent smile the conductor took the coins. New York Press,

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

OBTAINABLE

THE BEST GOODS

How would you like to be tied for
a pretty picture
that had stepped right out of life to a snake whose fangs slowly

a fashion plate a dainty little miss
stood on a street crossing In Yonkers
and Rivaled a motormaa to itop his
car. He brought It to a bait so the
child would not have to walk In the
muddy street and the conductor helped her up the high step, for the small
traveler was alone. More than that,
he refrained from Jerking the bellrope
until she was seated, so she was not
thrown off her feet at the Hidden turning on of electric power. But she was
short of stature and was obliged to
sit on the edge of the seat to let her
legs hang down, for otherwise they
would have stuck, out straight. Selecting a nickel from a tiny purse she
extracted from her white fur muff, she
extended tt to the conductor when he
came along. He gave her 2 cents

DINNERS

SHORT ORDERS AND RESULA

Looking much like
In color

CAFE

LOBBY BEST AUE ANT AND

TOE

2

,

CHAPMAN

A

COLUMN! A

sneers.

So often this sneer is hidden under
polished exterior. The girl does not
at first realise the sting. SKe calls

her lover critical or particular, or perhaps thinks his cynicism a sign of
breeding or great Intellectuality.
Bhe begins by heeding that sneer,
first In trifles such as behavior or
"sjtBBsSr i&l. 4sV
dress; later It gets In its deadly poison on Ideals and principles.
It takes a brave woman and an ex
to
one
ceptionally strong-mindeShe (romantically Ah, what's In I
stand out against the cynicism of the nampT"
man she loves. Unconsciously she Is
He (absently) Everything la In my
Before she realizes the wife's name.
influenced.
deadly Influence her whole view of life
A girl of sweet nature
la changed.
JEALOUS
but not too much brilliancy, married
to a sneerer, becomes nothing more
than a faint record of his warped
vision. She may start out trusting,
r- -"
unsuspicious, loving, but Ufa with the
sneerer leads her to wonder if there
Is such a thing as honor and truth end
In this bad world. Ex.
aoodness

f

RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

t, A.
Kju1m

LOOCE NO
M.

uuri

com-

first and

munication
jSpr

F. A

TbarwUvia"

month. VUiUng broth- cordially Invited.
VT.
Murray,
O.
N.
Herman,
ADVER.

L
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
OF PYTHIAS Meet
KNIGHTS
gmrm .
every Monday errs4 a. '
Bing in uaaue
. Visiting
Knight are

Et

It;

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEOAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Rf- KNIQHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
ooacUve aeooaA Te- line. All advert! merits charged
J a. - Mith tnimlh at 11- will be booked at spac actually set, aonio
7:0
Temple
without regard to number of words.
Tamme, ReB. C; Cba
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.

.
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change.

has. E. Liebeofc- .
.
i Bier, cn u c b j v
B Commander.
Harry
Martin. Keeper of
Records and Seal

II..

'

Secretary,

TI8EMENTS

Invited.

cordially

a
second
of
fourth Tuesday queuing
VUlUaf
month at O. R- C. ball.
Ga
Invited,
cordially
are
brothers
H. Hunker, Exalted Rul.r; D t

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets

Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS- -lr
ATTOUXEYH
tion first Monday ia ecn
month t Maaonic TemHUNKER 4 HUNKER
ple, at T:I0 pi m. H. B. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester a. hud
WllUama, H. P.; P. O.
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
Mexis
Lu

rw'

Vegas.

RANSFORD CHAPTER

NUMBER, MAIN 2,

NO. 2. O. E.

LOCAL TIME CASD-first and third Fridays in
Maaoalo Temple, Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worth Matron; James O. Rtreledge
EAST BOUND
i
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp, Arrive
SeaanSecretary. Pnoae Main S29, 120 No, 2.... 8:10 p. m...... :15 p. m
Grand avenue.
No.:
4
m..... ,11:10 p. m.
11:06
J

t,

Lorenzen

A. D.

'Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER

IN-H-

ONCE THE HOME OF AUDUBON

Ten Thousand of That Race and Faith
Known to Be Residents of
the Metropolis.

Beautiful Mansion Where Great Natur
alist Died Is Now a New
York Tenement.

Almost unknown to' the general
community Is the steadily Increasing
Immigration into New York of Span
ish speaking Jews from the Orient
It is estimated that these descendants
ot the Jewry expelled from the Iber
Ian peninsula over 400 years ago now
number about 10,000 In New York
city.

eavy

Hardware and
Wagon Material

I

SPANISH JEWS IN NEW YORK

abroad
are
spreading
throughout the country, and a body of
these Jews who have vlung so faithfully to their Spanish tongue held religious services according to their
own mlnhag last Rosh Haahona so
far west as Portland, Ore.
In New York they are at least
numerous enougn to support iwu
newspapers printed In Ladino-SpanlsIn Hebrew characters, one, appearing
weekly, entitled L'Amcrica, edited by
H. S. Gadol, the other a dally paper
t.
entitled El Agulla, edited by Mr.
Others

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202

National Ave

Phone Main

71

Mlz-rah-

JOHN N. KINNEY

This Immigration has become so
acnslderable that the Hebrew ShelterAid society has
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR ing and Immigration
recently been compelled to form an
Phone Main 40. Oriental bureau, through which the
Sixth and Douglas.
Jew speaking Spanish,
Immigrant
Greek, Turkish, Arabic or Sephardlo
Hebrew can rece'lve proper care.

PETER P. MACKEL

Comedy In Maryland's Senate.
"Down at Annapolis the other day
the legislators had a bit of comedy
furnished them thut does not ordinara
ily enter Into the deliberations of
legislative body," remarked Charles
Hamilton of Baltimore at the Raleigh.
"It seems that Senator Blair Lee,
ADV, CO who was a candidate for the gubernatorial nomination last year, started
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS" to dress In evening attire to attend
by Governor
the reception given
SIGNS FOR YOUR
He was impatient, the
Goldsborough.
attempting to
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY story goes, and in his
only collar
fasten his collar lost
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
button. He looked around his room
for an hour, and when he recovered
Window Display Cards
the lost button It was mashed so that
&
Wall
Bulletin Display Signs
It could not be used. The senator had
Yellow Front
irilPril
trod on it. He finally succeeded in
ULC
JLll FounUIn Squire
borrowing one, but when ne got to
the governor's reception most of the
guests had departed.
"One of Senator Lee's friends heard
of the occurrence, and he rose in the
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given. West Side Plaza . . . '. Old Town

THE ROMERO

rr Jtll

TONY'S SH0E1SH0P
514i Sixth St.

In a dismal hollow, at the foot ot
One Hundred and
street,
New York, overlooking the Hudson, is
a great square house that looks as
if it ought to be haunted and per
haps it is. It was once magnificent.
Its lawns were perfect and its foun
tains played in the sunlight On
every side of it were other handsome
were
homes, and all the owners
friends of long standing. Now the
granite wall of Riverside drive almost
cuts into the roof of this fine old
Italian laborers live in it
mansion.
and unkempt babies sprawl upon Its
A giant apartment house
porches.
towers over it and only the rays of
the western sun ever reach its
Fifty-eight-

h

windows.

old home of John James
the American naturalist,
which he purchased in 1842 and lived
in for some years with hla sons
Victor and John and their families.
He died there in 1861 and was buried
in Trinity cemetery, near the woods
that formed part of his estate and
which were later called Audubon
park. For five or six years Aubudona
park has been but a memory, only
few dilapidated homes remaining in
a hollow hemmed In by modern
"bureaus where neonle live i in th.
'
drawers.

It is the

'

Audubon,

Satan's Pupil.
The wildcat of the north woods,
red lynx, bay lynx, bobcat, or however
we may elect to call him, has been
described as a bundle of live wires
actuated by the spirit of Satan. Run
ning up to over 40 pounds in weight,
cousin,
he ia as big as his
Canada lynx, far handthe tufted-earesomer and much mqre savage. I havs
seen them fight dogs desperately, and
wildcat will play havoo
a
with a flock of sheep. But no cat has
ever been known to attack man except
in the effort to get away when corn
ered. Some time ago I found a man
in Maine willing to swear before a
notary that a bobcat had attacked him
without nrovocation. but I concluded
to abide bv the advice of Manly Hardy,
gone from us now, who wrote me tnat
a man who would swear to anything
of the kind was a born liar anyhow.
Edward Breck, in Outing.
finer-furre-

d

Wanted!
iusiwuKTUf

MEN or women
wanted as local representatives of
responsible manufacturer.
High
class merchandise and clean selling FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10 J Meets every Monday night at
methods. $12.00 per week guaran
O. R. C Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
teed on easy; conditions, with pos
o'clock.
sibility of $30.00 and advance. Ex
Visiting memberi are
Manufac
cordially welcome. B. B. Gehring,
perience not necessary.
turer, Box 278, Iblladelphla.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
WANTED
Girl
housefor
general
"My wife is awfully Jealous."
work, wages $30. None without MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC.
"Is that sof"
references considered. Apply at Op- "Yes; she wouldn't speak to m for
Meet In the forest of brother)
three days after I hugged that hunttlo office.
love at Woodmen of the Worn
er."
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
Men and teams for
wajntjolj
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
DROP TOO MUCH
freighting lumber.
Steady work
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
Vial,
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin
lag neighbors are especially
East Las Vegas o.r Sands, N. M,
come and cordially invited.

h

"rat
urn.

T.r

10..

No.

l

1:25
2:10

WEST BOUNU
,
....1:45 p. m
1:20 p. m
6:15 p. 6:10 a. m...
4i40 p. m.......4:50 p. ra
6:35 p. m.......7:00 p. aa

No, 3
No. 7
No.

i

Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful in receiving the overwhelming support of ttve voters in the
primary election. Ha also successfully rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerPeople to try the three J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 544, fully recommend them." What Foley
done for, Mayoi
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Kidney Pills have
Dahlmann they will do for any other
lln, of the Gatlin Institute of Trini
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
bothered with backache, rheudad, Colo. Located at 616 Main
rooms of Temple Monteflore at t person or
any other form of kidney
matism,
street.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers arc or bladder trouble. Just try them lor
Isaac Appel quick and permanent results. O.
cordlUly Invited.
AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
Red Cross' Drug Co.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
on the market. Arizona Sales
retary.
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
1
Wichita, Kansas, reports:
street,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC:.
had se-troub's
from
suffered
kidney
..NO. 804. Meets second and foan' ver,pains across my back, and was
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Piono
all played out I began taking Foley
FOR RENT First class Underwood
building. Visiting members are cm' Kidney Pills and soon there was a detypewriter. Telephone Olive 5242,
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, G. cided improvement. Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shhae-FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
rooms
for light
housekeeping.
Dinks Ballooning Is getting to be
Poor appetite Is a sure sign of Im1. Meets every Monday evening a',
Good location.
more and more popular every day.
Price right. Cutler
paired digestion. A few dosea of
Brothers.
their baU on Sixth street All visit Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
They say It is an easy fad to drop
'
into.
lng brethren cordially invited to at Tablets will strengthen your digesWinks Yes, and a still easier fad
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.; tion and Improve your appetite. Thouto drop out of.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood sands have been benefited by taking

wanted

For Rent

-

'

For Cats

WHICH?

full-grow-

senate and with the severest dignity
CUSTOM REPAIRING,
offered a resolution. It provided for
RUBBER HEELS Etc,
an appropriation sufficient to purHandy Book Marker.
chase a gross of collar buttons for
"FINEST WORKMANSHIP
Nothing hurts a book more, espe
Senator Lee 'that he might in the fu-" cially a new book, than laying re aown
functions.'
official
doture be in time at
open to keep the place. Instead of
'
Washington Post.
ing that, if you are liable to interruption in your reading get a stout rub
ber band and cover It with ribbon,
r LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED 2
Speaking Conscientiously.
re- eatbered full enough to permit tne
his
Follette
during
La
Senator
Lock and! Gunsmith Bicycle and
when you
cent visit to Philadelphia said to a band's stretching. Thentakes
hardly a
General Repairiog
need to lay it down it
a
of
piece
flagrant
apropos
,
reporter,
"Gee, you're a regular sculper, ain't
the, band and slip be-stretch
to
second
of
520-6thypocrisy;
'
E. Las Vegas
Street
you?"
read,
upon
taking
neath
Newthe
pages
as
it
a
bad
as
man's
"Why, the
auto
"Ow, you got It wrong. You mean
find
place
your
It
you
other
of
up
the
day.
I
again
port groom" heard
Tm a sculpin'l"
dook mcu
"This groom stood beside his mas matically, moreover, tnecare
nave
to
Take
lost.
a
iannot get
.
ter while a veterinary examined
h hand sfrone enough to hold and
RIGHT IN HIS LINE
costly cob. The veterinary, at the
the
Slg enough not to mar the end of
end of his examination, pronounced
the cob incurable and took leave. lover.
Then the master, sighing heavily,
turned to the groom and said:
8lr Walter's Good Fortune.
'Well. .Tames, what am I to do
Sir Walter Raleigh had called to
with the noor beast now?
a cup of tea with Queen Eliza
"'Conscientiously speakln, sir, tne take
beth.
.
,
better
think
reDlied.
'I
youd
irroom
"It was very Rood of you, Sir wai
part with him now to another gentle- ter Raid her maiesty. smiling sweet
man, air.' "
ly unon the gallant knight, "to ruin
your cloak the other day so that my
On the Job.
fet should not be wet hy tnat noma
lord
Representative Hamilton of West puddle. May I not Instruct my for
iii
Virginia paid a tribute to Republican hleh treasurer to reimburse you
Leader Mann that is a gem In its way. itr
re
tt vour maiesty." and
No sir! There are no germs In
"The gentleman from Illinois," said
two
cost
on
eats
"It
Sundays
only
Mr.
"only
Hamilton,
made
Raleigh.
the
from
plied
our ice. Our 190 Is
and never sleeps at all. If he had six and I have already sold it to anpurest of waters; is highly recom hoen a marshal
under Napoleon at American collector for 8,000." Lipmended by physicians, and is giving Waterloo the battle might have re
pincott's.
the best satisfaction to all our pat- sulted differently, because he would
rons. Don't buy inferior ice and pay have discovered the absence of Grou
Not In the Market.
Juet what you would If you were us chy at the proper time and suggested
hear of the recent cut la
"Did
you
Jack I bet that fellow dented the
the absence of a quorum. And, if nec- iron?"
.
germ-proo- f
'
ice.
our
.
pure,
ing
ice all right
essary, he would have halted the hosts
a
It
Is
"No!
factr
de
Jim That's all right; that's Bill
ot Wellington by a
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
"Yes. A lot of prisoners sawed
and nays.
the dentist
for
mand
the
yeas
Molar,
bara"
cell
Phone Main 227
through their

H. C. YOUNG

p
1:16 a.
1:45 p.

8..

No.
No.

FOR

SALE

Saddle

1044

pony.

Fifth street.

Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer:
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

C

FOR SALE Three rugs, library table Fr O. E. Meets first and third Tneo
day evenings each month, at Wood
new set of University encyclopedia,
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
etc.
614
Twelfth street.
pictures,

Telephone Purple

5462.

BABY CHICKS Pure bred S. C. Reds
10c.
Chicks from selected stock
15c.
All strong, vigorous chicks,
Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
FOR SALE

Cheap, good clean separ

ator. Ackerman Dairy.
FOR SALE

No. 7 Remington Type
writer, two ribbons, good as new,
$55.00. See Ben Coles, City HalL

FOR

SALE

Buff

baty chicks, $12
filled until July 1.

Plymouth Rock
per 100. Orders
Mrs. M. E. Stev

ens, Humboldt, Kan.

'

dlally Invited! to attend. A. M
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
'
retary.

these Tablets.

Sold by all dealers.

Leroy Thacker, .Watertown, S. D.,
says: "I suffered with rheumatism
for over eight years, and it seemed at
times I would go crazy with pain.
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
cured my rheumatism and I gladly recommend them." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.

RETAIL PRICES
CSOS Um. or More, Eaoh Delivery

Ibe. to 2QS

Eaen Delivery
MS Km. U iOff lea East. Delivery
6S lbs. to tO lbH Eaeh Delivery
Leee Than 6S lbs. Each Delivery
JUB

to-

put 1SS Ute.
per 1SS Ike.
per 10S tka-4Se per IN Is.
SSe per 10 lea
ZOo

2So
SSe

-,

.

AGUA PURA C0MPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
,

rJis ?c Usnccus
ANYONE interested in the three day
liquor cure can call at 616 Main St.

THE Gatlin three days liquor cure
is a guaranteed cure. No bad 'after effects. 616 Main street

Loat
LOST Diamond
shaped fraternity
pin with E. W. L. engraved on back.
Reward. Return to Optic.
LOST

A bunch

M. C. Young's

keys. Return to
bicycle store.

of.

It would surprise you to know of
the great good that is being done by
Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Downey, of Newberg
Junction. N. B,
writes. "My wife has been nslng
Chamberlain's Tablets and finds them
very effectual and doing he? lota of
Rood."
if you have any .trouble with
your stomach or bowels give them a
trial. For sale by all dealers.

ANT Ads v
Are Best

i

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonf all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads.v in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
tort, and musical instruments.
1
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
,
best nrtrkets!

i-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

field work of the bureau iu Arizona ever it appears, and the losses from
scab have been reduced to practically
and New .Mexico.
The forces were organized and a nothing.
A like result has been accomplish
comprehensive Plan of work outlined
In
wlih the local author ed In the cattle work. At the presem
ities the work of eradicating scabies writing cattle scabies has been pracor "cab" from the flockB of New tically eradicated from the herds of
Mexico and Arizona was begun. l!e- - New Mexico.
ginniug with the summer of 1!'07 a
systematic general dipping was con DEMAN9S OF RAILROAD CLERKS
ducted and has been continued each
Boston, Alay 29. The 15,000 clerks
THREE DAYS' SESSION
TO EE year since.
VILLAGE
THIS BELGIAN
At the ttwe tlll
ork employed by eastern railroads are de- THEN
DEVOTED TO CONFERENCE
MUST BE IT," NO DIVORCES
was heun the disease was very pre- manding the establishment of the
AND INSTRUCTION.
THERE
valent among the flocks of New eight-hou- r
workday, a wage minimum
Mexico and the financial losses sus- of 2.25, time and a half for overtime,
Albuquerque, pi. M., May 29. The tained
Brussels, Belgium, Alay 29. If there
f
vacaby the wool growers from the extra pay for holidays,
district Inspectors of the ' t?u!ted
tion annually, and a general wags In- are anxious masculine souls who are
of the disease were
ravages
States bureau of animal Industry for
crease for all of at least 23 cents a fearful that the leap year privileges
Arizona and New Mexico yesterday
That the efforts of the beareau and day. These demands will form the will engulf them In the sea of matri-manbegan a conference with Dr. Marion the local authorities
they had better be warned
have been en- chief subject of discussion at the bienImea, Inspector In charge, at the lothis part of the world upon
nial
to
against
international
successful
is
of
evident
convention
the
very
cal offices of the bureau In the Oc- tirely
of Alay in every year.
those familiar with the livestock in- Brotherhood of Railroad Clark., which the thirty-firs-t
cidental Life building.
The meeting
For
date of the annual
that
the
is
In
will
with
meet
this
week
city next
will probably last about three dajs. dustry.
The condition of the flocks at the an attendance of delegates from all marriage fair" at the little village
Detailed reports will be made for
a short 'jourclose of May for each year is a fair Parts of the United Stat's, Canada of Ecausslnnes-Lalaing- .
each seotion and the plans for the
from
Brussels.
The
Alexico.
commitand
ney
ithe
ot
of
each
results
legislative
average
year's
coming year will be based on the ex- work. The
About ten years' ago a few among
following summary taken tee of the brotherhood, of which W E.
isting conditions.
from the records will indicate the Bowen of New Orleans is chairman, many pretty and altogether-to-be-do-These meetings are held for tiie
steady decrease of infection. The will meet here tomoirow to complete sired girls in that picturesque old
vpf
instruction,
devising percentages given are based on its report and recommendations.
place sent out timid signals to the
ways and means, and for keeping' the flocks and not on individual
bachelors of the neigh
animals;
work uniform throughout the various' for
FUN FOR WYOMING OIL MEN
borhood. Today there is a regularly
example, t per cent of infection
districts.
means that the infection exists in
Casper, Wyo., May 29. About one organized association,' with a rather
Those present at the conference one flock out ot each one hundred. hundred members ot ihe Warning ' aetrresftlvo maiden at its' head, whose
i
are: Leon Durham, Las Vegas, N. New Mexico:
uu Men s association which was members spend all the long, quiet
M.; Henry E. Pine, Carrizozo, N. A!.; May, V.I07. . .44.4:! per cent infection formed in Cheyenne about two years hours of the sleepy winter days in
Clyde C. Heacock, Carlsbad, N. M.; May, 1908... 20.93
cent Infection ago, are gathered here in response discovering eligible bachelors In the
Willard A. Savage. Dalhart, Texas; Alay, 1909... 10.05 jer
Bryant B. four corners of the earth and inducper cent Infection to the call of
John J. Hougendobler, Raton, N. AI.; Alay, 1910. . 9.78 per cent infection Brooks, president of the organization, ing them to journey to Ecausslnnes-Lalain- g
Frederick L. Schneider, Albuquerque, May,. 1911... 6.68 per cent infection ior tneir annual meeting. The con
upon Alay 31. And the bav
N. AI.; George A. Lipp, Roswell, N. May, 1912.. 1.88
will
vention
In
two
remain
session
chelors actually come from all over
per cent infection
M.; Wllhelm Schumacher, Durango,
From the above figures it will be days and the local oil men and the Europe. There have been stray ones
Colo.; Thomas A. McCarthy, Santa seen that the disease has decreased citizens of Casper in general have from South Africa and
Australia.
Fe, N. AI.; Warren Sorrell, Wlllard, rapidly with each succeeding year. provided "barrels of fun" for the vis- One may not settle upon a wife imN. AI.; Rudolph M. Olbeter, Clayton, The
mediately, but may go away and think
figures do not tell the complete itors.
N. AI.; Edwin S, Splndler, Albuquer- story for the reason that a flock is
the matter over, returning the next
que, N. M.; Emery E. Oldaker, Phoe- classed as infected If It has only one
Henry Ferns, Hadar, Nebr., Is the year to take the girl back with him,
nix, Ariz.; Sidney A. Watters, Chama, animal in it that shows the slightest father of ten children and for the past the questions of campatlbility and
20 years has used Foley's Honey and
N. AI.; Morris C. Wfley, Albuquerque, trace of infection. Five
years ago it Tar Compound with the best of re- worldly goods having been settled by
N. M.
was very common to find flocks In sults. He tells us: "I think
Foley's corespondence.
In November of 1906 Dr. A. D. Mel- - which ithe majority of the animals Honey and Tar Compound Is the
Albst of the girls are from healthy
best
vln, the aggressive chief of the
were badly affected with advanced cough medicine in the world for I peasant stock, are industrious 4.j
who la thoroughly familiar with or hard scab; today a case of hard have used it for the past 20 years and honest. They know nothing about
conditions In the west, appointed Dr. scab is a rare thin;. The disease is can recommend it to anyone needing woman suffrage. They are not ashama cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Marlon Imes to take charge of the now treated in Its early stages, when Cross
ed to say that they want to get mar- Drug Co.

ANIMAL INDUSTRY

IN

IF MATCHES

MEET IN

ARE

ARRANGED IN
HEAVEN

ALBUQUERQUE

enor-moit-

y

1

s

wife-huntin- g
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WEDNESDAY,

TAX PAYMENTS.
So they play the game with all must tell all about himself, his prosNotice is hereby given that all unthe cards upon the table.
pects, etc. No marriage Is settled
During the morning of May 21 without those formalities. The girli paid taxes of A. D. 1911, will becomt
strangers arrive at the village in seem really modest and gentle and delinquent on June 1, 1912, and oa
streams, some by train, others on bi their elders protect their interest end after July 1, 1912, will be subject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
cycles, many rather dusty and foot with good sense and fore slghL
The village riots with song and of delinquent taxes will be made and
sore from walking. Perish the thought
of motor cars! They are left to drift laughter until late in the afternoon, published after July 1, 1912, penalties
around by themselves until noon, and when the young men must depart and cost will be added, judgment
during this time have explored th They are not allowed to stay longer. recovered and property on which
picturesque church of the XV centurj They may come back next year or taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9,
ol even next week If they like.
with its magnificent mausoleum
Dozens actually do come bark and 1912.
Mitchel de Croy. They gravely walk
EUGENIO ROMERO,
up and down the narrow streets, and the marriages are celebrated in the
mothers and grandmothers gaze al old church. And nobody knows of ev- Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M.
them from doorways and windows in en one divorce among them.
HOW'8 THISf
suspense, and something of gtupcfi-- l
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
8. S. WORKERS Tp PARADE.
tlon.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
Elgin 111., May lg. Sunday school cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Towards noon a procession Is form
of
the
section
Cure.
ed, with banners and flags flying, and workers from, every
F, J. CHENEY
CO,
the young men march to band music state are In attendance at the 54th
Toledo, O.
annual state conversion of the Illi
to a large open place it has the
We, the undersigned, hare known
name of "Palace du' Pi- - nois Sunday Bchools, which opened
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
lori," hut has borne it for centuries here today for a session extending and believe him perfectly honorable
before the marriage fair was thought over three dajs. Bishop Samuel Fal- In all business transactions and finanof. There they find a feast spread out lows and many noted church and cially able to carry out any obligaworkers are among tions made by his firm.
iinon tables in the open air, every Sunday school
to address NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
scheduled
masculine
ap
the
the
to
speakers
tempt
good thing
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
art.
the convention and tp participate in
petite and display the feminine
O.
The coffee is passed around in sou- the institutes arranged for every one
Take HaH's Family Pills for convnir runs inscribed with: "To be of the three days. The spectacular stipation.
happy, get married."
jfe;ture of the convention will ibe
The banquet is free and is served by the big parade of the organized men's
Now is the time to get rid of your
the girls themselves, dressed in thelf class on Thursday evening.
rheumatism. Tou can do t by applymasprettiest frocks, their hair elaborate! J
ing Chamberlain's Liniment and
Lame back Is unsually caused by saging the parts freely at each applidressed, their eyes dancing with exdealers.
rheumatism of the muscles of the cation. For sale by all
citement.
After every one has finished, there back, for which you win find nothing
is profound silence. Then the girl better than Chamberlain's Liniment
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
who has been elected by the other For sale by all dealers.
association
of
the
girls as president
appears upon & balcony overlooking
the place. Of course, there is an ovation for her. The more daring ot the
young men throw her kisses. She
baa prepared her address with weeks
of labor, for after being spoken it is
printed aa a little pamphlet and sent
out with the invitations for the following year.
The afternoon is passed in getting
acquainted, the young man not only
with the girl who has taken his fancy,
but also with her mother and father.
If he wishes to make a proposal he
ried.
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turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
'
on any kind of work.
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Your Health and Strength

LOCAL NEWS

depends mainly on the quality of food you eat.
Which should always be Fresh, Clean and
Wholesome.

Spanish dance

Sea the attractive commencement
at Murphey's drug store.
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and Physically, the two most perfect men in the world,
what they were about when they selected

knew

THAIS ALWAYS BUSY

Purveyors for their table

I HE DAVIS

....THE

CASH

Ludviir) Vim. iifaid
DrUgo Street

Regular dance tonight at the ar
Best music and floor In the

The Best White Hope

THE STCEE

PHONE MAIN 379

free.

books

The Champion of the World

n

at Rosenthal ball

Admission

GROCER,...

THIS STORE

mory.
olty.

A fancy box of Initial
Record books, graduation cards,
stationery
Big Decoration Day dance tomorrow
makes an ideal gift for the young lady
dainty gift books, initial stationery. night at the armory.
graduate. A big line at Murphey's fountain pens, Huyler's candy, LI?
drug store.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
gett's candy, all make nice girts.
Best assortment in the city at Mur la the wood. Direct from distillery
For SaleAll household
to you. At the Lobby, of course-furniture, phey's drug store.
rugs, etc. Piano S100. Apply 1016
Dance tonight at Fraternal Broth
Fifth street at once.
"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
erhood hall. Music by Davenport and
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
A fountain pen makes
a useful charge. Auto to carriage house, Wed' Cook.
graduation gift for the young man nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., return
Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
graduate. A good assortment at Mur- - ing same day. For passage phone
than
a box of fine stationery. Murphey's drug store.
385
or leave order at Murphey's,
Main
phey's
drug store has a splendid line.
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
The Las Vegaa lodge No. 408 B. P.
Hello!
Where are you going?
O. Elks held Its regular
ATTENTION, E. ROMEROS.
To the White Kitchen to get a good
meeting last night In the O. R. C.
meet
at station
All members will
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day
hall. Following the regular order of In uniform
May 30 at 1 p. m. sharp
business five candidates were initi- to march to cemetery and decoraU and night.
ated. Those in the class of candi the graves of our comrades.
By o
Send her a box of Liggett's choco
dates were Clarence Iden, George der of L. W, Ilfeld, Foreman; W. O.
lates for her graduation gift. It'a the
H. F. Tilten, Frank Wood,
Morsehead,
.
Secretary,
purest and best candy made. Fresh
Barnes and Virgil Wolfe. It is probat Murphey's drug store.
able that the first meeting 'in June
In honor of the dead our store will
will be held In the Elks' handsome be closed at noon
tomorrow, DecoraAlliance will
The
new club house, which, however, de tion
day. Please let us have your ortomorrow
a
dance
give
evening in
pends upon the arrival of the furni ders early and will guarantee prompt
Mackel's hall. Admission free; Be a
ture. The fittings for the iiouse, and
satisfactory delivery. Ike Davis, dance. Rights of admission reserved.
which were ordered through E.
the cash grocer.
and Son from Peck and Hill
Mrs. William C. McDonald will be
of Chicago, have been shipped and
J. S. Candelario, the well known
their arrival is expected within the Santa Fe curio dealer, who was a at home to her friends tomorrow afternoon between 3 and 5 o'clock at
next week or ten days.
visitor in Las Vegas the first part La
Casa de Ramona. Those Las Veof this week, has presented the New
ladies who care to call will be
gas
With a view to sending their cream, Mexico Normal University with some
welcomed.
gladly
to the Las Vegas creamery many of handsome curios and pottery for ex'
y
the ranchmen of Beulah and
The
collection
school.
hibition at the
In observance of Decoration Day all
are planning to dispose of Is valued at about $50.
of the stores ad public offices of Las
their cattle and replace them with a
Andrew George Henry, the four Vegas will close tomorrow at noon.
better grade of dairy stock. All cat
tle are doing well at the present time, months' son of Mr. and Mrs. George There will be one delivery by the
at! 4:45 postal carriers in the morning and
taking on flesh from the nourishing J. Herman, died this morning
on
the the general ,dellvery window will be
home
Herman
o'clock
the
at
covers
which
the
country,
green grass
of
bronchial open from 8 o'clock to 10 o'clock. The
and prospects are for a good year. West side from an attack
occur banks will be closed all day.
funeral
.The
will,
an
snows
have
The spring
pneumonia.
guaranteed
o'clock
8:30
abundance of water In the streams tomorrow morning at
All automobile licenses In East Las
and water holes for the summer from the Church of Our Lady of Sorfor the fiscal year beginning
Vegaa
Mount
months. The late spring delayed the rows. Interment will be in
on April 1 are now due and after
relaand
Friends
farmers two weeks with their crops, Calvary cemetery.
1 all persons owning automo
but with a continuance of the present tives of the family are invited to at- June
who have not taken out the
biles,
services.
tend
the
weather this loss of time will soon
new licenses will be liable to arrest.
be overcome. There is ai quantity of
The new automobile tags are bright
lumber in the mills, which, owing to
At the request of Jack Johnson, the
lettered in black and the po
orange,
the bad roads of the spring, could not champion heavyweight boxer of the
lice
will
have no trouble in spotting
be hauled. There Is also a large quan- world, Mayor Lorenzo Dclgado of the
without
licenses.
drivers
tity of grain and hay in the hands of West side has apointed Amador

'

Spanish-America-

.

Tomorrow in Honor
of Decoration Day

;

SIM

HATS

Though Greatly

ilil

Delayed

Straw hat time is at last here. Our Stock is
just brim full of new things.
The low crownfwide brim sailor for the young
man is very popular.
The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want in the line of

STRAWS
nna

dnQ3IIDll2QEp':uQD9

n

Ros-enwal-d

Will Close at Noon

'

Q

30 cents per Pound

Opera Bar.

tonight.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1912.

Choice BLUE GRASS SEED

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbou

at the

OPTIC,

SPEC!

al ArauiicraiT
TO THE

LADIES OF LAS VEGAS

that-vicinit-

J. II. STEARNS
GROCER

Having Remodeled our Store and now having Two Large Floors and a Basement for the
display of our New Spring Stock of Furniturt
and Household Goods, We especialy invite you
to our

SUflMER OPENING
Friday
A

and Saturday, May

31

and June

J.

Valuable Household Souvenier Will be Given"
Every Lady
;

TJli-bar- ri

special night watchman to act
as guardian over the open air train'
NOTICE .
ing quarters of the "Big Smoke" and
All persons knowing themselves to prevent any midnight prowlers dambe indebted to me will please call and aging or running off with the equipsettle at once.
ment of the gymnasium. It is said
DR'. E. L. HAMMOND.
that Ll'l Arthur Is something of a
Spanish student, speaking the native
tongue fluently, and has made quite
a, hit with the residents of the West
side because of thla accomplishment
Johnson picked iip' the Spanish lan
'
Not
guage while in Galveston, Tex., .where
he spent part of his youth.
the farmers.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

Q vi entity

dinner-war-

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking
d"

t

AilT

FOR
SALE
BV

,

GERMAN-

a Delight

GROCERS

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

Is our slogan. Turning
out a lot of fair work means
nothing to us.
Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of FINE work
means increased business,
pleased customers, "then
more business and the right-

ame, The
Laundry of QueJity

ly earned.Sjn

Our kind cost YOU no more.

Las

Veas

Steam

Laundry

THHIS Store will be closed
at 12 O'clock Thursday
May 3oth.
THE GRAAF

8

Phone Main

617

81

Douglas

EIGHTH GRADE GRADUATION.

The commencement exercises of
the eighth grade of the New Mexico
Normal University were held last
nlrtir In the Normal hall. A beauti
ful musical and literary program was
piesented !by members of the class.
Dean Frank Carroon made the presentation of diplomas.
and Mra. William J. Mills, Antonio
Lucero, Rufus Mead and A. R. Marwick were the guests of honor at the
exercises. The class numhers 24
Those who received diplomas were:
Juan B. Arellano, Guadalupe C. de
Rose Condon,
Baca, . Delia Lucero,
Alta Craven, Eloisa Hidalgo, .Guada
lupe Hidalgo, Simon Joe Lewis, F.
"Russell Linberg, Margaret Baca, Lau- ro R. Lujan, Joseph Maloof, James
MacCallister Petra
Martinez, Ada
Bernece
Montano.
Anna
Nolan,
Rhoades, Miguel Roybal, Eloisa San
Florentino E. Sanchez, Nina
chez,
Virginia Shoemaker, Paul A. Turner,
Oreirnritn. Varela. Ethel Annie Wil

& 30

28-2- 9

For the Choicest of

FRESH
SANITARY
BAKERY

507'

sixth

GOODS

$1.00 per dozen

-

$1.50 per dozen

-
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EEDSMEN

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTICS

"HIT COLUMNS"

HYDER FOUND

&

c.

emun
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FLORISTS- -

Phons
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BOUCHER'S
"The Store of Satisfaction"

121

NOT GUILTY
JURY CLEARS SINGER AGENT OF
i EMBEZZLEMENT
CHARGES
.
:')
LAST NIGHT ':
j

tenced this morning to from 15 to IS
months in the state penitentiary and
the costs of the criminal proceedings
were assessed against him. Judge
Leahy informed Garcia that he would
have given him a much longer sen
tence had not the jury recommended
clemency,, The judge called to the
man's attention the seriousness of the
offense he had committed and warned him to control his temper upon his
release from the prison.
Severiano Dominguez, who recently
pleaded guilty to the theft of a horse,
was sentenced this morning to from
18 months to two
years In the state
penitentiary. He was also required to
pay the costs of the prosecution.
The cases of Bernabe Ortix and
Adolfo Garcia, charged with resisting,
an officer, were ordered separated up
on request of the young men's counsel, O. A. Larrazolo.
The right to a
jury trial also was waived and the
case of Garcia was set for May 31.
The court was ordered adjourned until
2 o'clock this afternoon.

Late yesterday evening the Jury in
the case of the state against,; J. J.
Hyder, charged with embezzling about
$ 200 from the Singer
Ma
Sewing
chine company, returned a veidict of
not guilty and Hyder was released
from custody, Hyder was arrested
some time ago and was kept in jail
because he was una We : ' to furnish
bond. When the verdict came In
District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward
asked to have the jury, polled. This
was done and every man announced
his vote for acquittal. '
This morning Judge David J. Leahy
excused the remaining 'members of
the petit jury, those not being used
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
In the Hyder case having been exrecused yesterday morning.
The
mainder of the term will he devoted
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
to hearing civil cases and one or two
criminal matters in which the right FOR RENT Two room furnished
to a jury has been waived.
house. 921 Lincoln.
Rufino Garcia, who was convicted
early In the term on a charge of as- FOR REXT Furnished rooms. Mrs.
Dell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
sault with a deadly weapon, was sen
,,

Go to

CO. STORE

Roses

DOUGLMS A VE.

1

son.

Carnations

623

-

Prices for May
I1AYWARD

The marriage of Miss Clara B.
Booth of this city to Professor G. R.
Sloan, of Omaha, Neb., was celebrated
at the Sloan home on Monday, May 27.
The ceremony was performed by Father Dowd of Saint Peter's church, and
wag witnessed by the parents of the
groom and a few friends of the couple.
Mrs. Sloan Is a native of Las Vegas,
and la the sister of M. M. Booth and
W. H. Booth, Jr., of this city.

Quality

RKQULAR RETAIL VALUB. SIS.OO
and onr
W pnrehasad several carload of this beautiful
enabled tbe manufacturer to give as an exclusive deMga
large apurchase
to "advertising
ami
very low price. We are
cbarging
pari of ofthethecoat
of the
to
cost
a
ask
actual
and
yon
pay percentage
expense." of aonly
beantlful "Gosmoa" design and cannot be dupltoated In
ee It is
tu in any retail China store. It la guaranteed by Dots
quality for leas than
tie manuiaoiurer ana t
nve
There Is a coupon in every Bark of LAKABEE'B Flour. Bend ns
I ana S3.W in casa, aruic, poHUM or express money urtier, buu we win
COD
n nnA nt r.hpnn hnnnttfnl seta bv frefcht.. Address cnunona and re- of the Lsrabee Floor Mills Company,
mlttanee to The ChinaHaDepartment
tinfenhinann. Binuii.
mirft to writa vnnr namfl and nririrARS nlftlnlv.
for
Ask,
and other valuable premiums..
descriptive circular.

A big line of commencement and
gift books for graduation presents at
Murphey's drug store.

